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Investigating the Consequences of AMPA Receptor Diffusion on Synaptic
Plasticity using Single-Particle Modelling Approaches

Summary

Dominic Philip Tolle
April 5, 2010 Hughes Hall College

Synapses in the central nervous system are capable of undergoing activity-
driven modulation of their synaptic efficacy. Long-term potentiation, leading
to the strengthening of the synaptic connection, is one of the best studied
forms of this synaptic plasticity. It has long been know that this strength-
ening is, in part at least, due to the appearance of new neurotransmitter
receptors at the site opposite the neurotransmitter release site. The source
of the newly acquired receptors is still not fully known, nor is the mechanism
by which the receptors eventually end up in the synapse.

A particle-based stochastic simulation software has been developed to
investigate the effect of Brownian diffusion of glutamate receptors on re-
ceptor incorporation into the synaptic specialisation and the time-course of
LTP expression. The software employs a Brownian Dynamics algorithm to
model the diffusion of entities in 2d/3d space. Reactions are simulated with
an algorithm based on Smoluchowski’s theory for reaction-diffusion systems.
The software allows control over the the spatial parameters necessary for the
modelling of the glutamate synapse, as well as allow for the inclusion and
handling of multiple user defined states of the interacting components.

The model of the dendritic spine includes receptors diffusing within the
membrane, scaffold molecules within the synaptic specialisation capable of
binding receptors and a molecular picket-fence surrounding the synaptic
membrane area, all features found within the biological system. The model
shows that thermal diffusion alone can account for the incorporation of recep-
tors at the synaptic specialisation within the time-frame of LTP expression.
Additionally, the model predicts how the system behaves under various con-
ditions affecting the free diffusion of receptors in the membrane, such as a
change in biophysical parameter values, varying spatial parameters or quan-
tity of interacting components.
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Table 1: Abbreviations and Symbols used

Name Symbol
α -amino-3-hydroxy-5-methylisoxazole-4-propionic acid receptor AMPAR

Long-term Potentiation LTP
Long-term Depression LTD

Ca2+- and calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II CaMKII
Postsynaptic density PSD

Extrasynaptic plasma membrane ESM
Excitatory postsynaptic current EPSC

Miniature excitatory postsynaptic current mEPSC
Excitatory postsynaptic potential EPSP

Central nervous system CNS
Volume of the dendritic spine Vspine

Area of dendritic spine membrane Aspine

Radius of the PSD disk rPSD

Area of the PSD disk APSD

Hydro-dynamic radius of the AMPAR head particle rAMPAR head

Hydro-dynamic radius of the AMPAR tail particle rAMPAR tail

Hydro-dynamic radius of the scaffold particle rscaffold

Viscosity of the ESM νESM

Viscosity of the PSD νPSD

Probability of sucessful crossing the boundary into the PSD ΨPSD entry

Probability of sucessful crossing the boundary out of the PSD ΨPSD exit

Binding radius σ
Total simulation volume VSim

AMPAR diffusion constant in the PSD DAMPAR PSD

AMPAR diffusion constant in the ESM DAMPAR ESM

Ordinary Differential Equation ODE
Partial Differential Equation PDE
Chemical Master Equation CME

Stochastic Simulation Algorithm SSA
Postsynaptic density 95/disc-large/zona occludens PDZ

N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor NSF
N -methyl-D-aspartate receptor NMDAR

Mean-squared displacement MSD
Synapse-associated protein 97 SAP97

Membrane-associated guanylate kinase MAGUK
Postsynaptic density protein 95 PSD-95

Transmembrane AMPAR regulatory protein TARP
Abstracted Protein Simulator APS

Carboxy-terminal domain CTD
Amino-terminal domain ATD
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Chapter 1

The Glutamate Synapse

Where is my mind?

The Pixies

The brain is an electrochemical machine. The many neurones that make

up the mammalian brain relay electrical impulses through their elaborate

arborization (see figure 1.1(a)). Although structures of neurones in the brain

differ, a generic neurone is shown in figure 1.1(b). The canonical view of

nerve cell electrical communication states that, in order to reach the target

cell, electrical impulses from the source nerve cell travel through the cell’s

axon to the axon terminal. Conversely, the target cell receives its signal

from its dendrites. The specialised structure where an axon terminal meets

a dendrite is known as the synapse. Most neurones themselves communicate

at chemical synapses. Here, the electrical signal is converted to a chemi-

cal signal in the form of neurotransmitter. The incoming electrical impulse

depolarises the presynaptic terminal inducing exocytosis of neurotransmit-

ter from vesicles into the synaptic cleft, the space separating the presynaptic

terminal from the postsynaptic specialisation of the target neurone. The neu-

rotransmitter diffuses the width of the synaptic cleft, measuring somewhat

between 20 nm and 25 nm, and interacts with receptors at the surface of the

postsynaptic specialisation. If the neurotransmitter binding to its receiving

receptor causes a depolarisation of the target neurone, thus continuing the

signal which initially lead to the release of neurotransmitter, the synapse is

termed excitatory. Many synapses in the mammalian central nervous sys-

tem (CNS) are excitatory, and the majority of these utilise the amino acid

glutamate as the signal-transducing neurotransmitter.
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In this chapter a brief description of the glutamate synapse is given. The

two main ionotropic glutamate receptor types are introduced. The process

of Long-term potentiation (LTP), an activity-dependent strengthening of the

synaptic connection between two neurones, is outlined. The involvement of

receptor trafficking and movement during LTP is detailed.

(a) Drawing of optic tectum
of a sparrow by Ramón y Ca-
jal.

(b) A generic neurone.

Figure 1.1: Neurones of the brain.
(a) Drawing of optic tectum of a sparrow by Ramón y Cajal. Drawn by one
of the founding fathers of modern neuroscience, this drawing illustrates the
complex structure of some of the brain’s neurones.
(b) A generic neurone. Shown is the soma (nerve cell body) including the
nucleus. The many dendritic outgrowths receive input, while the axon trans-
mits the signal to dendrites of other cells. The myelin sheath surrounding
the axon insulates the axon and aids in transmission of the electric signal.

1.1 The Glutamate Synapse

Excitatory synapses are found located on dendritic spines. This stands in

comparison to inhibitory synapses, activation of which hyperpolarise their

target neurone, which are mainly found on the dendritic shaft. Figure 1.2

shows an EM picture and a cartoon rendering of an exemplary glutamatergic

synapse. The picture reveals an axonal presynaptic terminal making contact

with postsynaptic dendritic spines. Dendritic spines are protrusions found on

the dendrite of the neurone, consisting of a spine head, the tip of the dendritic

spine, which is connected to the dendritic shaft by the narrow spine neck.
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Figure 1.2: The glutamate synapse. On the presynaptic cell, the active
zone, the area holding and releasing the neurotransmitter containing vesicles,
is clearly visible. Across the narrow stretch of synaptic cleft, the dendritic
spine protrudes from the dendritic shaft as the contact point for many exci-
tatory synapses. Scale bar = 400 nm . Taken from (Kennedy, 2000)

Spine dimensions vary considerably, with the total spine length ranging from

0.2 µm to 6.5 µm , and spine head volume ranging from 0.01 µm3 to 0.8 µm3

(Harris and Kater, 1994). The neck itself can act as a diffusion barrier for in-

tracellular as well as membrane molecules (Svoboda et al., 1996; Ashby et al.,

2006), making the spine a somewhat isolated biochemical compartment. At

the spine head, apposed to the presynaptic active zone, is the postsynaptic

density (PSD), an electron dense layer, composed of a multitude of proteins

(Sheng and Hoogenraad, 2007). It is a circular structure, between 200 and

800 nm in diameter (Harris and Kater, 1994). The PSD contains many of

the postsynaptic receptors, channels, signalling proteins, scaffold molecules

and cytoskeletal elements responsible for the effective transduction of the

neurotransmitter signal (see figure 1.3).

Fast excitatory synaptic transmission in the glutamate synapses of the

mammalian brain is mediated by the α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-isoxazolepropionic

subtype of ionotropic glutamate receptor (AMPAR). These receptor ion chan-

nels are found enriched at the PSD and are responsible for creating the ex-

citatory postsynaptic current (EPSC) by opening of their intrinsic cation

channel upon glutamate binding. The channel is primarily permeable to

sodium and potassium. The EPSC leads to an increase in the postsynaptic

membrane potential termed the excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP).
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It is the change in this potential which is defined as synaptic strength.

Although enriched at the synapse, AMPARs have also been found extrasy-

naptically. The ratio of synaptic AMPAR to extrasynaptic AMPAR remains

a matter of debate. Early experiments attempting to locate and quantify glu-

tamate receptors in neurones made use of immunocytochemical approaches

(Baude et al., 1995; Nusser et al., 1998). Although extrasynaptic labelling of

receptors was observed, the majority of receptors were located at synapses.

Determining receptor distribution using electrophysiological approaches has

confirmed the high density of receptors at synaptic sites (Cottrell et al.,

2000). However, these approaches detected a higher abundance of extrasy-

naptic receptors than previous immunocytochemical approaches. It has been

suggested that this is a matter of experimental procedure, with immunocyto-

chemical approaches unable to accurately detect extrasynaptic receptors due

to their relative low density (Triller and Choquet, 2005). Triller and Choquet

furthermore suggest that the total number of extrasynaptic receptors would

far exceed the number of synaptic receptors due to the large surface area of

the extrasynaptic membrane in relation to the synaptic membrane (Chicurel

and Harris, 1992).

1.2 Ionotropic Glutamate Receptors

The AMPARs are tetrameric proteins (Dingledine et al., 1999). There are

four distinct subunits, GluR1-4. Multiple subtypes of AMPARs can be found

within the brain, each composed of different assemblies of the available sub-

units. The differential subunit composition is dependent on the region and

developmental stage of the brain. The membrane topology of a subunit

can be seen in Figure 1.4. As each subunit contains its own ligand-binding

core; the receptor is capable of binding four glutamate molecules. At least

two bound glutamate molecules appear to be required for channel opening

(Clements et al., 1998). The different AMPAR subunits differ most in their

cytoplasmic carboxy-terminal domain (CTD). GluR1 and GluR4, as well as

a splice variant of GluR2 called GluR2L, have long, homologous CTDs. In

contrast the more abundantly expressed splice-variant of the GluR2 subunit,

as well as the GluR3 subunit and a splice variant of the GluR4 subunit,

GluR4S, all have short, homologous CTDs. The CTD contains numerous

sites for protein-protein interactions and phosphorylation by protein kinases.

Co-localised with the AMPARs at the glutamate synapse is a second
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Figure 1.3: Receptors in the synapse. AMPARs and NMDARs are found
enriched at the PSD (light blue circle), but receptors have also been observed
diffusing in the ESM (Borgdorff and Choquet, 2002). The exact location of
receptor exocytosis from internal stores has not been determined. A number
of locations have been proposed: (1) Exocytosis into the PSD directly; (2)
Exocytosis into the dendritic spine membrane, peripheral to the PSD; and
(3) Exocytosis onto the dendritic shaft, outside the dendritic spine. The
locus of exocytosis may very well depend on the subunit composition of the
AMPAR receptor.
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Figure 1.4: A glutamate receptor subunit. Each subunit is composed
of an extensive amino-terminal domain, followed by the S1 peptide segment.
The S1 segments is followed by the first transmembrane domain, M1, a cy-
toplasmic re-entrant loop, M2, and a second transmembrane domain, M3.
These three hydrophobic segments constitute the channel pore. The extra-
cellular segment following the M3 transmembrane domain, contains the S2
peptide segment, which together with the S1 segment combines to form the
S1S2 ligand binding core. A final transmembrane domain, M4, results in the
carboxy-terminal domain (CTD) of the subunit to be located inside the cell.

type of ionotropic glutamate receptor, the N -methyl-D-aspartate receptor

(NMDAR). Like the AMPAR, the NMDAR is a ligand-gated cation chan-

nel. Unlike the AMPAR, the NMDAR is blocked by magnesium at resting

membrane potential. This magnesium block is relieved if the postsynaptic

membrane is depolarised. The channel of the NMDAR is permeable to cal-

cium in addition to sodium and potassium. While the AMPAR is responsible

for the fast postsynaptic signal, with its rapid activation and rapid deactiva-

tion/desensitisation kinetics, the NMDAR is mostly involved in modulation

of the postsynaptic response. The NMDAR plays a pivotal role in certain

forms of synaptic plasticity within the glutamate synapse.

1.3 Long-term Potentiation

Synaptic plasticity is the capacity of the synapse to alter the efficacy of its

transmission in response to activity. The term plasticity to describe the

ability of the nervous system to adapt to external stimuli dates back to
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the late 19th century, even before cellular characterisation of the synapse.

Subsequent work established the synapse as an important locus of neuronal

plasticity, giving rise to synaptic plasticity (see (Berlucchi and Buchtel, 2009)

for a historical perspective). Synaptic plasticity encompasses a wide range of

molecular and cellular processes. These processes can lead to either enhance-

ment (potentiation) or depression of synaptic transmission. In addition, these

modifications can last from only a few milliseconds (called short-term plas-

ticity) to weeks and longer (called long-term plasticity). As a consequence,

synaptic plasticity is thought to form the molecular bases of learning and

memory, be involved in the development of neuronal circuitry, and, if defec-

tive, be responsible for neuropsychiatric disorders (Citri and Malenka, 2008;

Sheng and Kim, 2002; Lisman, 2003). Short-term synaptic plasticity, lasting

only up to a few minutes, has been ascribed mostly to variations in presynap-

tic Ca2+(Zucker and Regehr, 2002). Long-term synaptic plasticity, of which

there are many different kinds (Citri and Malenka, 2008), invariably leads to

a change in protein composition of the synapse to bring about long lasting

change in synaptic strength. The best studied form of synaptic plasticity,

and the one of most interest in this study, is Long-tem Potentiation (LTP).

LTP results in a long-lasting increase in synaptic strength of the synapse. It

has been most extensively studied within the excitatory synapses of the CA1

region of the hippocampus, however the molecular processes are thought to

be similar in other synapses of the brain. Subsequently LTP is considered

the prototypic form of synaptic plasticity. Like all forms of synaptic plas-

ticity, LTP is activity-driven: high-frequency stimulation of a synapse leads

to LTP. The induction of LTP results in a rapid increase in postsynaptic

signal amplitude at the synapse and can last for weeks (Bliss and Lømo,

1973; Bliss and Gardner-Medwin, 1973). Within single synapses, increase

in signal amplitude brought about by LTP occurs in a step-like all-or-none

transition detectable within seconds after the LTP induction event (Petersen

et al., 1998) (see figure 1.5). The events controlling induction and expression

of LTP have been shown to involve the aforementioned two different types

of glutamate receptors, the NMDAR and the AMPAR, respectively. Recent

evidence suggests that LTP is expressed by change in AMPAR trafficking

and/or retention to and from the synapse (Malenka, 2003). It is this traf-

ficking and retention behaviour which is addressed in this study (vide infra).

A vast number of signalling molecules appear to be involved in LTP in-

duction (Kennedy et al., 2005; Nguyen and Woo, 2003; Lisman et al., 2002).
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(a) Amplitude time course of
EPSC.

(b) 10-response average EPSC amplitudes plotted
against time.

Figure 1.5: Signal amplitude increase during LTP.
(a) Amplitude time course of EPSC. Potentiation is induced by pairing presy-
naptic stimulation with postsynaptic polarisation of multiple synapses. The
increase appears graded.
(b) 10-response average EPSC amplitudes plotted against time. Potentiation
is induced by pairing presynaptic stimulation with postsynaptic polarisation
of single fibres. Time zero indicates the time where transition to potentiated
state is thought to occur (22 s after end of pairing).
Taken from (Petersen et al., 1998); see reference for more detail.

A great deal of confusion arises from the difficulty in discerning whether a

molecule is essential for LTP induction (i.e. a mediator) or just a modulator

of LTP (Sanes and Lichtman, 1999). What is known with certainty is that

a rise in intracellular Ca2+ is essential for the induction of LTP. Ca2+ chela-

tors block LTP and un-cageing of Ca2+ in the postsynaptic spine can mimic

LTP (Lynch et al., 1983; Yang et al., 1999). It is generally accepted that

the influx of Ca2+ occurs through the opening of the NMDAR channel. Al-

though, the rise in postsynaptic intracellular Ca2+ is the trigger for LTP, the

exact downstream targets of Ca2+ remain elusive. Evidence suggests that

the primary Ca2+ sensor in the spine is Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein

kinase II (CaMKII). This enzyme is present in large quantities within the

PSD and is found in close proximity to the NMDAR. CaMKII activation has

been shown to be necessary for LTP and LTP induction stimuli are known

to activate the enzyme (Fukunaga et al., 1993). Further, CaMKII knockouts

are deficient in LTP and LTP is blocked by inhibitors of the enzyme (Silva

et al., 1992; Otmakhov et al., 1997).
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Despite initial uncertainty whether the locus of LTP expression was pre-

or postsynaptic, the currently accepted model places the locus of NMDAR-

dependent LTP expression at the postsynaptic cell. LTP is expressed either

by the modulation of AMPARs already present at the synapse, by an increase

of AMPAR number at the synapse, or both. Evidence for modulation of AM-

PARs comes from experiments showing that AMPARs are a target of CaMKII

and phosphorylation of the receptor by CaMKII increases the conductance of

the channel (Barria et al., 1997; Benke et al., 1998). The discovery of ’silent’

synapses (synapses which contain NMDARs but not AMPARs), which can

become potentiated and express AMPARs following an LTP induction stimu-

lus, provided strong evidence in favour of a model of LTP involving a change

in AMPAR trafficking and retention at the synapse (Kullmann, 1994; Liao

et al., 1995). Within the mammalian hippocampus the endogenous AMPAR

population is mainly composed of two dimers of GluR1 and GluR2 (GluR1/2)

and two dimers of GluR2 and GLuR3 (GluR2/3) (Wenthold et al., 1996). It

is the GluR1 subunit containing AMPAR which appear to be responsible for

the increase of the EPSP following LTP induction. Delivery of GluR1 recep-

tors to spines is dependent on NMDA activity (Shi et al., 1999), and GluR1

knockout mice do not undergo LTP (Zamanillo et al., 1999). Supporting

this model are experiments showing that both LTP-induction protocols or

increased activity of CaMKII drive GluR1-containing AMPAR into synapses

(Hayashi et al., 2000). Further experiments have led to a subunit-specific hy-

pothesis of receptor trafficking within neurones. GluR1/2 receptors are exo-

cytosed to the neuronal membrane and expressed at the synapse upon induc-

tion of LTP, whereas GluR2/3 are exocytosed and exchanged with synaptic

AMPARs constitutively. The addition of GluR1/2 to the synapse following

LTP induction stimuli requires the interaction between the GluR1 subunit

and a target containing a postsynaptic density 95/disc-large/zona occludens

(PDZ) domain. GluR2/3, on the other hand, are continuously replaced from

synapses. This requires GluR2 subunit and N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor

(NSF) interaction (Shi et al., 2001). Thrombin cleavage assays have corrob-

orated these observations. GluR2 insertion occurs constitutively and this

delivery is unaltered by LTP stimuli. In contrast, GluR1 exocytosis appears

minimal under basal conditions. LTP induction signals increase the rate of

this delivery (Passafaro et al., 2001). The exocytosis of AMPARs takes place

on the timescale of tens of minutes (Ehlers, 2000; Passafaro et al., 2001).

Regardless of the mode of exocytosis, the exact locus of exocytosis has been
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Figure 1.6: Examples of AMPAR movement.
(A) Example trajectories of individual AMPARs. Green trajectories corre-
spond to trajectories recorded in synaptic regions, red trajectories correspond
to trajectories recorded in extra-synaptic regions. Note that trajectory 5
started in the extra-synaptic space but entered a synaptic region.
(B)Plot of MSD versus time for the trajectories. Trajectory 1 and 2 were
both immobile; 3 displayed slow diffusion in a confined space. Trajectory 4
is an example of unrestricted diffusion.
Picture taken from (Tardin et al., 2003).

difficult to pinpoint. Experiments suggest either a site peripheral to the PSD

(Passafaro et al., 2001), at the nerve cell body (Adesnik et al., 2005), or on

the dendritic shaft, close to the spine, but not the spine itself (Yudowski

et al., 2007). No exocytosis directly to the PSD or indeed to the dendritic

spine membrane has been shown.

1.4 AMPA Receptors Diffusion in the Mem-

brane

Far from being static entities, AMPARs undergo movement laterally within

the membrane by diffusion. Movement of receptors within the extrasynaptic

membrane (ESM) has been shown to be by Brownian motion (Borgdorff

and Choquet, 2002). A plot of the mean-squared displacement (MSD) of an

ensemble of receptors versus time yields a straight line, indicative of random

motion. The size of the latex beads attached to the AMPAR in the study by

Borgdorff and Choquet precluded observation of AMPAR movement within

the synapse itself, however a further study, using single-molecule fluorescence

microscopy to track fluorophore-tagged AMPARs, revealed that AMPAR

movement within synapses display more complex behaviour (Tardin et al.,
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2003). This included slow diffusion in a corralled space, as well as lack of

movement all together. Analysing the distribution of individual receptor

diffusion coefficients and the distributions of squared displacements, Tardin

et al. were able to group AMPARs into three populations based on their

mobility: A highly mobile population, a mildly mobile population and a

stationary population. Although extrasynaptic AMPARs were found in all

three populations, the majority of extrasynaptic AMPARs observed (66%)

were members of the highly mobile population. The instantaneous diffusion

coefficient of these receptors varied between 0.1 and 1µm2/s, with an average

of 0.45 + / − 0.05µm2/s. This is in contrast to the extrasynaptic receptors

which were observed to belong to the mildly mobile population (26%, with a

diffusion coefficient of less than 0.1µm2/s and an average diffusion coefficient

of 0.05 + / − 0.01µm2/s), and those belonging to the stationary population

(8%, with a diffusion coefficient of less than 7 ∗ 10−3µm2/s) (Tardin et al.,

2003). Synaptic AMPARs, on the other hand, were only found in two of the

three populations: immobile and mildly mobile. Half of the receptors were

found in the immobile population, and half were found in the mildly mobile

population. The mildly mobile population had diffusion coefficients ranging

from 1.5 ∗ 10−2 and 0.1µm2/s, with an average of 0.054 + / − 0.005µm2/s.
A plot of the MSD of an ensemble of receptors diffusing within the synapse

versus time reaches a plateau, indicative of subdiffusive behaviour (see fig-

ure 1.6). Causes of subdiffusive behaviour for a biological molecule in a

membrane include transient binding to specific or unspecific binding sites,

corralling to a bounded domain or molecular crowding effects due to other

proteins. Although all of these factors probably contribute to AMPARs sub-

diffusive behaviour within the synapse, the primary cause is thought to be

the confinement of the receptor to a domain. The canonical ’membrane skele-

ton fence’ model proposes that the plasma membrane is compartmentalised

by a dynamic submembraneous cytoskeleton (see figure 1.7). A variation

of the canonical model, the picket barrier model, includes transmembrane

protein anchored to the submembraneous cytoskeleton which act as ’pickets’

- barriers to diffusion caused by steric repulsion. The exact nature of the

picket fence within the synapse is not known, however AMPARs have dis-

played movement characteristic of diffusion within a constrained space and

analysis of the confinement domain size correlates well with the typical size

of a synapse (Tardin et al., 2003). The boundary between the synapse and

the ESM is not impassible as receptors do exchange between the synapse and
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the ESM.

Inconclusive evidence regarding the site of AMPAR exocytosis, in con-

junction with the discovery that AMPAR diffuse freely within the synaptic

membrane, gave rise to the idea that there was an additional regulatory

step between AMPAR exocytosis to the neuronal membrane and AMPAR

expression at the synapse during LTP: AMPAR lateral diffusion in the cell

membrane and capture by synaptic scaffold elements (Triller and Choquet,

2005).

Lateral receptor diffusion is influenced by signals linked to LTP induc-

tion. For example, an increase in intracellular Ca2+ as occurs during the

early stages of LTP induction immobilises receptors on the neuronal mem-

brane (Borgdorff and Choquet, 2002). A picture of a Diffusion/Trap model

emerges, where receptors are exocytosed to a site distant from the synapse

and diffuse within the ESM until trapped at the PSD. Although many of

the components of the PSD have been determined (Collins et al., 2006), the

exact structure of the PSD is not established. It is known that AMPARs are

immobilised at anchoring proteins in the PSD, but the molecular nature of

these scaffolding proteins remains elusive. A likely candidate appears to be

synapse-associated protein 97 (SAP97) and other members of the membrane-

associated guanylate kinase (MAGUK) family of scaffolding proteins. SAP97

interacts with GluR1 and phosphorylation of SAP97 drives GluR1 into the

synapse (Mauceri et al., 2004). Another MAGUK, Postsynaptic density pro-

tein 95 (PSD-95), has also been implicated. Though PSD-95 does not directly

bind to AMPARs it binds to AMPAR-associated transmembrane AMPAR

regulatory proteins (TARPs) - an interaction first noticed while studying

Stargazer mutant mice (Chen et al., 2000). Disruption of the interaction

between PSD-95 and TARPs prevents the accumulation of AMPARs at the

synapse (Bats et al., 2007). In addition, over-expression of PSD-95 can en-

hance the AMPAR mediated response, mimicking and occluding LTP (Stein

et al., 2003). PSD-95’s binding partner, the TARP called Stargazin, is phos-

phorylated following NMDAR activation, and this phosphorylation traffics

AMPARs to the synapse (Tomita et al., 2005). It should be noted, however,

that RNAi knockdown experiments have shown that PSD-95 is not required

for the induction or early expression of LTP, but appears to have a role in

stabilisation of LTP (Ehrlich et al., 2007).

The exact role of any of the known interaction partners still remains

unclear. There are at least three distinct processes at work: (i) targeting of
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Figure 1.7: Models of the sectioning of the plasma membrane.
(A) A side view of the plasma membrane (PM), showing transmembrane pro-
teins, membrane lipid molecules, the membrane-skeleton (MSK) just below
the PM, and MSK-anchored proteins protruding through the PM.
(B) In the Membrane-skeleton “fence” model the transmembrane proteins
diffuse in corrals created by the MSK.
(C) In the “picket” model, MSK-anchored proteins, in addition to the MSK,
hinder diffusion of transmembrane proteins. This model also accounts for
the anomalous diffusion of lipid molecules in addition to proteins.
Picture taken from (Morone et al., 2008).
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AMPARs to the membrane, (ii) targeting of AMPARs to the synapse, and

(iii) stabilisation of AMPARs at the synapse. Many of the experimental set-

ups lack the required resolution to distinguish between these. Furthermore,

redundancy within the system makes elucidation of important interactions

more difficult (Elias et al., 2006).

1.5 Towards a Diffusion/Trap Model for LTP

The expression of LTP occurs on the timescale of seconds (Petersen et al.,

1998). The increase in signal amplitude observed during LTP is thought to

be caused by modulation of receptors already present at the synapse, or by

the incorporation of new receptors into the synapse, or both (Benke et al.,

1998; Shi et al., 1999). Yet exocytosis of AMPARs occurs within tens of

minutes (Ehlers, 2000; Passafaro et al., 2001). Even modulation of AMPAR

by CaMKII only occurs on the timescale of minutes (Barria et al., 1997). It

has been suggested that the AMPAR diffusing within the ESM could act as

the reserve pool for the synapse (Triller and Choquet, 2005). This pool could

be utilised during the early phases to LTP to rapidly increase the number of

receptors at the PSD. Although density of ESM receptors is small compared

to the density of receptors at the synapse (Nusser et al., 1998), the size of he

ESM accounts for a large pool of ESM receptors. Can the rapid expression

time of LTP be explained by the rapid incorporation of AMPARs from the

ESM by Brownian motion alone? If so, what are the factors and parameters

affecting this process? Even if the source of newly incorporated AMPARs is

not the pool of receptors distributed within the ESM, the location of the AM-

PAR source would influence receptor incorporation, whether it is receptors

exocytosed to the spine, or entering the spine from the spine neck. Addition-

ally, a number of different distributions for AMPARs at synapses have been

suggested (Nusser et al., 1994; Kharazia and Weinberg, 1997; Masugi-Tokita

et al., 2007). The distribution of AMPARs in the synapse in all likelihood

reflects the distribution of the AMPAR-binding scaffold elements, which in

turn would alter the time course of AMPAR incorporation into the synapse

by diffusion.

An increase in receptor number at the synapse, however, does not corre-

spond to an effective increase in the efficacy of synaptic transmission. Models

of glutamate signalling show that the location of newly incorporated AM-

PARs will also affect the EPSC elucidated by glutamate (Wahl et al., 1996;
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Franks et al., 2003). How is the postsynaptic signal, elucidated by gluta-

mate, affected by the incorporation of receptors over time? What influence

do the newly incorporated receptors have on the signal, and what role does

the receptor distribution play in the process?

While recent advanced in experimental procedures have been paramount

in aiding our understanding of glutamate receptor diffusion in the synaptic

membrane (Groc et al., 2007), many of the above questions cannot be ad-

dressed in an experimental set-up. In recent years, however, computational

modelling has gained a significant amount of interest as an additional tool

for cell and molecular biologist. The next chapter will describe computa-

tional modelling, detail the specific pros and cons of modelling for molecular

biology, and determine the requirements for a model of glutamate receptor

diffusion within the dendritic spine.
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Chapter 2

Computational Modelling as a
Tool for Molecular and Cell
Biology

You have two sides, one out on
the field and the other in. Each
man in the side that’s in goes
out, and when he’s out he comes
in, and the next man goes out
till he’s out. When the side
that’s in is all out, the side that
been out comes in and the side
that been in goes out and tries
to get out the side that’s coming
in. Sometimes you get men still
in and not out when the side
that is in is finally out. When
both sides have been in and out,
including those who are in and
not out, that’s the end of the
game.

Anon.

Advances in Molecular and Cell Biology and the advent of High-Throughput

Biology and Bioinformatics have in recent years generated vast amounts of

quantitative data. Alongside this explosion of data, and very much facili-

tating it, occurred a rise in computational power, which started in the final

decades of the last century and continues today. This progress, in turn,
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has created a growing interest in the field of mathematical modelling and

computational simulation to aid biological research (Endy and Brent, 2001).

This chapter outlines the usefulness of computational modelling for Molec-

ular and Cell Biological Science. Many of the modelling frameworks available

to the researcher, and their applicability to certain types of questions a re-

searcher may wish to address, are covered. Finally, previous spatial models

of the biological system presented in the previous chapter, the glutamate

synapse, are introduced. The requirements for modelling a Diffusion/Trap

model of glutamate receptor incorporation into the synapse are detailed,

prompting the development of Meredys, the simulation software described in

a later chapter.

2.1 The Usefulness of Computational Mod-

elling in Molecular and Cell Biology

Biology has always been characterised by complex interactions of multiple

components operating on many levels. These systems developed through

billions of years of evolution. Further scientific breakthrough is unlikely to

make biology more simple. As a consequence, mathematical modelling and

computational simulation have become invaluable tools for the molecular

biological sciences (Doyle, 2001) (see figure 2.1).

Many of the molecular biological processes being studied involve a large

number of interacting species (Kohn, 1999). Such a system can be difficult

to grasp intuitively, especially if the dynamics of the system is under investi-

gation. Laboratory experiments often provide only a snapshot of the system

at a specific time and do not fully capture the associated temporal aspect.

If changes over time are measured, the measurements frequently involve fol-

lowing the change in state of only one molecular species. Yet even systems of

few interacting components can give rise to complex behaviour (Tyson et al.,

2003), which can be missed if not all entities are monitored. A fitting analogy

is that research into the dynamics of a molecular or cell biological system is

akin to trying to decipher the rules of a game of cricket given only a handful

of pictures taken over the course of the game. A difficult task to say the least,

as we may, for example, identify the ball as being an important component

which connects many of the other components (e.g. the players), but still

remain unaware of the role of the remaining components (e.g. the umpires),
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or how the ball moves from one position to the next and the consequences

of each position. Computational models allow us to deal effectively with the

complexity arising from the number of interactions of molecular species or

from the complexity of the dynamics of the system. A computer can easily

track many more observables than even the most acute human investigator

and present the information in a more easily understandable form, allowing

the researcher to focus on the more important aspects of the system under

study.

Models can be equally helpful in corroborating existing hypothesis. To

take the cricket analogy for a biological system further: even if we were to

observe the whole game, the rules can still remain obscure and seemingly

arbitrary (see epigraph). For a model to be useful and valid, critical param-

eters of the modelled system need to be known. The detailed understanding

required for precise model construction can frequently highlight the gaps in

our experimentally observed knowledge of the system. The model itself can

allow us to fill in these gaps with quantitative predictions. In addition to val-

idation of existing hypotheses, models can generate new hypotheses which

can anticipate biochemical characterization, as was the case, for example,

with the non-cooperative ultra-sensitivity predicted a decade before the ex-

perimental discovery of the MAP kinase cascades (Goldbeter and Koshland,

1981; Goldbeter and Koshland, 1984).

Experimental manipulation of many biological systems may not be fea-

sible due to lack of resources, difficulty of experimental set-up, or physical

impossibility. Once a computational model of the system has been created,

the researcher has complete control over the modelled biological system. A

model can therefore allow quantitative predictions of parameters which are

not accessible to experimentation. As well as aiding in the measurement of

these parameters, this level of control also allows for the manipulation of

system parameters in a way that may not feasible in a laboratory set-up.

Chemistry and Physics have both for a long time benefited from simulations

to overcome these limitations. In the case of Molecular Biology, this ma-

nipulation can easily be extended to optimisation of the system in silico.

Results and insights gained from these optimisation studies can feed-back

into experimental work. This has obvious benefits for the pharmaceutical

industry, for example (Butcher et al., 2004). Finally, models are also time-

and cost-effective in comparison to laboratory experiments. Once a detailed

model has been created, it can be re-used with only minor modifications in
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Figure 2.1: Experiments and modelling.
Diagram outlining the interaction between modelling and laboratory based
experimental work in the analysis of a biological system.

order to test new hypotheses and does not incur the costs of consumables.

2.2 Modelling Frameworks

1;2P There are many different modelling frameworks available to the Com-

putational Molecular and Cell Biologist (Andrews and Arkin, 2006). The

choice of modelling framework to use for modelling any given system is de-

termined mostly by the particular questions that need answering and the

amount and quality of the data available to the modeller. A model that

gives a more detailed description of the system inevitably requires more a

priori knowledge of the system, including more detailed and comprehensive

data. Frequently a detailed model may not be necessary or desired, even if

the data is available. A less detailed model may suffice to answer the ques-

tions posed. In such a case, added detail only serves to make the model

more complex, less efficient and difficult to parametrize. Models work on

different length and time scales, which can guide us in the type of modelling

framework most suitable to address a particular problem. Even leaving aside

Molecular Dynamics simulations that deal with pico- and nanosecond scales
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(Sands and Sansom, 2007), or problems in developmental biology involving

processes that can last for days or years (Nielsen et al., 1997), the range of

the time scale within Computational Molecular and Cell Biology can still

span numerous magnitudes. Examples include phenomena that occur over

microseconds, such as the interaction between receptors and ligands (Sneyd

and Dufour, 2002) to those that occur over minutes or hours, such as cell divi-

sion (Elowitz and Leibler, 2000). Similar differences apply to the length scale

where interactions can be purely local (Levin et al., 2002) or span the length

of cells (Lipkow et al., 2005). The need for stochastic behaviour can also

guide the choice of modelling framework. Small copy numbers of interacting

components or stochastic behaviour of the system may have a profound effect

on the simulation outcome (Rao et al., 2002). Care should be taken when

choosing modelling frameworks in these instances. Below are outlined the

frameworks frequently used in Molecular and Cell Biology modelling.

2.2.1 Mass Action Kinetic Models

By far the most common methodology used to create models is based on

Mass Action kinetics. The empirical law of Mass Action tells us that the

rate at which a chemical reaction proceeds is proportional to the amount

of reacting species (Guldberg and Waage, 1864). The state of the model

at any time is defined by the population of its molecular components at

that time. The main assumptions of the model are that the reactants are

well-mixed, that is spatially uniformly distributed, and that the chemical

species are present in large numbers, allowing us to treat the populations

of molecular species (pools) as concentrations varying on a continuous scale.

The dynamical behaviour of the system can then be expressed using Ordinary

Differential Equations (ODEs). Although both these assumptions often do

not hold for living systems (Halling, 1989), ODEs do provide a useful and

powerful methodology for the analysis of many biological problems. For

example, using mostly ODEs, a model of the cell cycle control mechanism in

budding yeast was created which was able to explain to a large degree the

phenotype of over 100 yeast cell cycle mutants, and allowed the prediction

of new mutant combinations and estimation of biochemical rate constants

(Chen et al., 2000). Additionally, many models of gene regulatory networks

(Dassow and Odell, 2002), metabolic networks (Teusink et al., 2000) and

signalling pathways (Bhalla and Iyengar, 1999) use ODEs. Although the
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resulting ODEs can be numerous and coupling between equations can make

solving them analytically difficult, methods for solving ODEs numerically

are well established. These models can therefore be easily constructed using

generic mathematical software (e.g. MatLab). In addition many software

packages exist that are designed to hide the mathematical implementation

from the user, making model creation more a process of understanding and

implementing a conceptual, biological model (e.g. Copasi (Hoops et al.,

2006)).

2.2.2 Stochastic Kinetic Models

One distinguishing feature, and frequent criticism, of the use of Mass Action

kinetics in biological modelling is the fact that these models are continuous

and deterministic. The assumption of Mass Action kinetics that molecules

are present in large numbers allows us to treat them as continuous concentra-

tions. The deterministic nature of ODEs used to calculate the dynamics of

the system imply that once the starting conditions for a system are known,

it is possible to predict the systems state at any time. The same starting

conditions will always yield the same result. Nature, however, is far from

continuous or deterministic. Molecules are discrete entities and reactions

are discrete events. Many important molecular entities exist only in small

copy numbers, and these numbers change in discrete steps. The smaller the

number of molecules involved, the more important the fluctuations about the

mean value become. If copy numbers are small, ensemble averages result in

a poor approximation of the process and fluctuations can have a discernible

impact on the system. This is often the case in biological systems. Indeed,

many processes are influenced or governed by fluctuations (Rao et al., 2002;

Vilar et al., 2002).

Apart from the deviation from mean values exacerbated by small copy

numbers, molecular events themselves are not deterministic. For example,

not every molecular collision leads to a molecular reaction between two po-

tential reacting partners. For all intent and purposes these events are proba-

bilistic. If the molecular population pools are treated as discrete populations,

and Mass Action reaction rates are mapped onto probabilities, one arrives at

a stochastic formulation of chemical kinetics known as the Chemical Master

Equation (CME). Although analytically extremely difficult to solve, models

based on the CME can be computationally simulated by using the algorithm
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presented by Gillespie (Gillespie, 1976) and its variants, based on a kinetic

Monte Carlo scheme originally developed by Bortz et al. (Bortz et al., 1975).

The Gillespie algorithm, also known as the Stochastic Simulation Algorithm

(SSA), uses probabilities called reaction constants, derived from the chem-

ical kinetics rate constants. These reaction constants determine whether a

reaction occurs. Briefly, the algorithm commences with initial conditions

that specify the molecular population numbers and the reaction constants

for each reaction the molecules can undergo. Random numbers then de-

termine what length of time elapses and what reaction occur within that

time span. The molecular population numbers are then adjusted, alongside

with the dependent probabilities, and the cycle re-commences. The Gille-

spie algorithm has been used extensively, most notably with gene regulatory

networks (McAdams and Arkin, 1997). It should be noted that, although

models based on the CME take account of the discrete and random nature

of chemical reactions, the reacting species are still described as populations

with no distinction made between individual entities. The state of a model

is generally described by population number of all the species involved in

the reaction network. Furthermore, the reacting entities are still considered

spatially uniformly distributed.

2.2.3 Spatial Models

The relative positioning of biological entities with respect to one another is

fundamental for the proper working of many molecular biological systems

and can give rise to quite complex behaviour. Many enzymes acting in the

same pathway, for example, are often found co-localised, such as the enzymes

of fatty acid biosynthesis or Glycolysis (Srere, 1987; Mowbray and Moses,

1976). Equally, signalling molecules are often confined to specific regions

or found in close proximity to the proteins responsible for their activation,

such as CamKII association with the NMDA receptor at the mammalian

glutamatergic synapse (Leonard et al., 1999). At times this co-localisation

creates supra-molecular assemblies composed of many interacting partners;

the postsynaptic density found just below the postsynaptic membrane of

the glutamatergic synapse, which contains a large host of signalling proteins

and their potential targets, is an example of such a structure (Husi et al.,

2000; Li et al., 2004). Co-localisation of signalling molecules is thought to

prevent cross-talk and may aid protein interaction by concentrating potential
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partners in the same area (Batada et al., 2004).

Both the Mass Action and SSA modelling techniques assume that all the

reactive chemical species are contained in a well mixed reactor. While this is

generally true in a test tube, biological systems exhibit much more complex

spatial heterogeneity. The cytoplasm of even the simplest cell contains many

distinct compartments, each with its own specific protein complement. Even

within a single compartment, localisation of molecules can be influenced in

many different ways, such as by anchoring to structures like the plasma

membrane or the cytoskeleton. Further, diffusion can exert a significant

amount of control in a signalling pathway if the relative positions of signalling

molecules are taken into account (Kholodenko et al., 2000). The easiest

way of introducing the concept of spatial segregation into a model is by

compartmentalising the model. Each compartment acts as its own chemical

reactor. A set of equations determines the flux between compartments. These

compartment models can solve many of the spatial issues on a crude scale

(Hernjak et al., 2005). Mass action assumptions and ODEs are still used for

the individual compartments.

Algorithms have been developed, derived from the SSA, in order to ad-

dress the problem of spatial heterogeneity in reaction-diffusion systems (Stundzia

and Lumsden, 1996). These methods, when employed by simulation software

such as MesoRD (Hattne et al., 2005) and SmartCell (Ander et al., 2004),

allow a modeller to tackle some issues of spatial heterogeneity. The volume

is divided into smaller sub-volumes and each sub-volume implements its own

SSA in addition to further reactions accounting for the diffusion of molecules

between sub-volumes. Despite the division into sub-volumes, the well-stirred

approximation is nonetheless applied locally, and the differential localisation

of reactants within a sub-volume still cannot be addressed.

2.2.4 Particle-based Stochastic Models

The modelling frameworks mentioned so far all fall under the general term

of population-based modelling frameworks. That is, the reactive species are

all represented as populations, whether in the case of real-valued concen-

trations, or discrete-number population of indistinguishable entities. This

inability of the population-based modelling techniques to accurately depict

single particles gives rise to two main limitations: (i) inability to represent

spatially heterogeneous populations at the level of the micro-domain, and (ii)
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combinatorial explosion caused by molecular entities that can assume mul-

tiple distinct states, such as the phosphorylation states for a protein. One

approach to modelling which circumvents these limitations is particle-based

modelling. In particle-based models, every reacting molecule is represented

individually. Reactions between molecules occur in a probabilistic manner.

Modelling problems caused by spatial heterogeneity and combinatorial com-

plexity, features common to biochemical and cellular systems, are best ad-

dressed using these Monte-Carlo single-particle methods.

Single-particle models track the exact position of all of the entities in-

volved in the simulated system. In many of these models, space is treated as

continuous. This enables the simulation of subtle spatial interactions, such

as local concentration and diffusion effects. For example, particle-based ap-

proaches have been used to investigate how clustering and distribution of

receptors in the presence of diffusing ligand can greatly affect the pattern

and strength of the signal (Andrews, 2005; Franks et al., 2003). Without

adequate spatial resolution conferred by a particle-based framework these

models would not have been possible.

A population-based model generally includes as many populations as

there are reacting molecular species. Yet many molecular species can as-

sume different states (Bray, 2003). These states could correspond to, for ex-

ample, post-translational modifications, ligand occupation or conformation

states. Additionally, molecules can aggregate to form molecular complexes.

In population-based models, each state and complex is treated as a distinct

molecular species and demands its own population pool. This can lead to

the problem of combinatorial complexity in the form of an explosion of dis-

tinct chemical species, and a concomitant explosion of chemical reactions.

An example will illustrate this point: Let’s say a biological system consists

of two chemical species, A and B. Species A reacts with species B in a bi-

molecular reaction. Further, lets assume there are 500 molecules of species

A and 100 molecules of species B. If species A possesses 10 phosphoryla-

tion sites, a modest number compared to some biological molecules (Schulze

et al., 2005), the total number of different molecular states it can assume is

210 = 1024. Therefore, population-based models would need to create 1024

population pools for species A alone. However, in this example, there are

only 500 molecules of species A. Clearly, using computational resources to

handle 1024 distinct populations, when the total number of the actual pop-

ulations cannot exceed 500, presents a waste of computational power. The
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situation becomes even more wasteful if species B can also assume multiple

states. If species B possesses, for example, 5 phosphorylation states, and

hence can assume 25 = 32 distinct states, and each state of species B can

interact with each state of species A, the number of possible reactions can

scale up rapidly: 1024 distinctive populations of A, each of which can react

with any one of 32 distinctive populations of B, 1024 ∗ 32 = 32768 possible

reactions. In the case of multi-component species, where each component

can take several states, the numbers of possibilities is astronomical. This can

also lead to a waste in computational resources if not every state of B affects

its reaction with A. There are a number of ways this problem has been tack-

led for population-based methods, including rule-based modelling (Hlavacek

et al., 2003; Lok and Brent, 2005). These approaches, however, only provide

ways of avoiding enumeration of species interactions. They do not solve the

problem of combinatorial explosion at simulation time. With single particle

modelling every molecule has an identity and is capable of tracking the state

of all of its features. The number of distinct populations is limited by the

number of molecules. Superfluous species pools are avoided. Reactions do

not need to be aware of the state of every feature of the reactants, but only

need to take into account a subset of the feature states, greatly reducing

the number of reactions that need to be dealt with (Le Novère and Shimizu,

2001).

Many of the single-particle based models in molecular biology have been

created to address specific questions , and instantiated using dedicated soft-

ware, for example microtubule aster interactions in the presence of various

motor proteins (Nédélec, 2002). However, a number of general single-particle

software tools have been developed to account for accurate spatial informa-

tion. Generally these maintain detailed positional information of every simu-

lated particle in a coordinate system, and they use various collision detection

and collision resolution approaches to simulate bi-molecular reactions. Space

can be represented as discrete (Le Novère and Shimizu, 2001; Boulianne et al.,

2008) or continuous (Stiles and Bartol, 2001; Andrews and Bray, 2004).
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2.3 Previous Spacial Models of the Gluta-

mate Synapse

The glutamate synapse has been investigated using numerous spacial mod-

els. Earnshaw and Bressloff (Earnshaw and Bressloff, 2006) used a system

of ODEs to model both, the exchange of receptors between the PSD and the

extra-synaptic membrane (ESM) by diffusion, and the exchange of surface

receptors with the intracellular receptor pool through endo-/exocytosis. A

further model by Holcman and Triller used a Markovian approach to com-

pute synaptic weight as a function of the number of moving receptors in the

synaptic membrane, utilising a simplified two compartment model of the PSD

(Holcman and Triller, 2006). Wahl et al. extensively tested the parameters

which affect the time-course and the variability of the EPSC, such as temper-

ature or the glutamate diffusion coefficient (Wahl et al., 1996). The effect of

desensitization on the time-course of the EPSC has been modelled (Glavinovc

and Rabie, 1998), including the potential recovery of paired-pulse depression

through replacement of desensitised receptors by fresh receptors via lateral

diffusion in the synaptic membrane (Heine et al., 2008). Excellent models

by Franks and Sejnowski showed the relative contribution of AMPARs and

NMDARs to the EPSC signal, and demonstrated the independence of the

activation of receptors types with respect to each other, as well as modelling

of glutamate spill-over leading to activation of extra-synaptic receptors and

buffered diffusion effects due to trapping of neurotransmitter by receptors

at the glutamatergic synapse (Franks and Sejnowski, 2002). Additionally,

Franks and Sejnowski investigated relative contributions of channel noise,

glutamate concentration in the synaptic cleft and differences in release lo-

cation of glutamate on the overall variability of the signal (Franks et al.,

2003).

The previous models have either modelled the movement and incorpo-

ration of AMPAR over long time-scales without regard to either the EPSP

signal or the detailed geometry of the glutamate synapse, or have focused on

the parameters influencing signalling at a static glutamate synapse (but see

Heine et al.(Heine et al., 2008)). The present study investigates whether in-

corporation of ESM AMPAR by Brownian motion alone can account for the

increase in EPSP within the measured time. The effect of AMPAR diffusion

parameters and PSD scaffold composition and geometry on the incorpora-

tion of receptors into the PSD following an LTP induction event is addressed.
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The time-course of the EPSP increase, as observed during LTP, is detailed.

2.4 Particle-based Modelling of the Glutamate

Synapse

In order to address the questions posed in Chapter 1 regarding the diffusion

of AMPAR during LTP expression, a number of important properties of

the system need to be taken into account and adequately handled by the

simulation software:

• Reversible reactions between diffusing molecules: Glutamate diffuses

across the synaptic cleft to bind to AMPAR, some of which are sta-

tionary, some diffusing. AMPAR diffuse within the membrane to bind

to scaffold elements. Reactions, therefore, occur between species diffus-

ing in a volume and species diffusing in a plane (Glutamate-AMPAR),

species diffusing in a volume and stationary species (Glutamate-AMPAR),

and species diffusing in a plane and stationary species (AMPAR-scaffold).

• Multi-state, multi-component species: Receptors bind to scaffold ele-

ments to form compound clusters. Receptors possess numerous fea-

tures, such as their occupancy, their cation channel and their desensi-

tisation, each of which can be in a number of states.

• Membrane domains which act as specific diffusion environments with

distinct boundary conditions: The synaptic membrane with the asso-

ciated PSD affects the diffusion of AMPAR within in (Tardin et al.,

2003; Renner et al., 2008).

• Time-scales of milliseconds to seconds: Expression of LTP occurs within

seconds of the induction stimulus (Petersen et al., 1998).

• Small number of interacting components: Only a seemingly small num-

ber of AMPARs are present in the PSD (Jonas et al., 1993) and the

dendritic spine membrane (Tanaka et al., 2005). In addition, the sig-

nal increase following LTP expression has been estimated to involve

the opening of only approximately 10 new channels (Raghavachari and

Lisman, 2004).
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• Detailed spacial features: The ultrastructure of the synapse includes

the presynaptic release site, the synaptic cleft, and the postsynaptic

membrane. The placement of scaffold elements and AMPAR is po-

tentially non-uniform (Kharazia and Weinberg, 1997) and needs to be

customisable.

Table 2.1 lists the advantages and disadvantages of each aforementioned

modelling framework for the modelling of the glutamate synapse. Clearly,

the glutamate synapse should is be modelled using stochastic spacial mod-

els. Although a number of excellent particle-based simulation engines exist

(Le Novère and Shimizu, 2001; Stiles and Bartol, 2001; Andrews and Bray,

2004), none of them encompass all the required features necessary for the

model. This led to the development of Meredys, a particle-based, stochastic

simulation software described in the following chapter.
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Chapter 3

The Simulation Software

I have yet to see any problem,
however complicated, which,
when you looked at it in the
right way, did not become still
more complicated.

Poul Anderson

Meredys (MEsoscopic REaction DYnamics Simulator) is a particle-based

stochastic simulation software designed to model and simulate reaction-diffusion

systems. The software is derived from an idea initially developed by Dan

Mossop and Fred Howell in the Abstracted Protein Simulator (APS) (Mossop

and Howell, 2001). It is implemented in the Java programming language. The

input to the software is a model of a reaction-diffusion system encoded in a

Meredys-specific implementation of the NeuroML model description language

(Goddard et al., 2001). The specification includes entries for molecule ge-

ometry and position, feature states of molecular entities, position of reaction

sites, as well as types of reactions occurring and the biophysical properties

of the diffusion landscapes. During a simulation, the software implements a

Brownian Dynamics algorithm (Ermak and McCammon, 1978) to simulate

the evolution of the system through time (see figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: Meredys software architecture. Meredys implements a soft-
ware architecture based on the popular Model-View-Controller architecture.
The Controller component creates the Model and View according to the user
requirements. The View component reports the state of the Model to the
user. The Model component encompasses the simulation engine itself. See
Appendix A for detailed information about individual components.
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3.1 Algorithm Overview

Given below is a description of the most important algorithms and software

routines used in the Meredys software (see Appendix A for class diagrams).

Upon start-up, the program reads the XML input file, initialises the random

number generator, sets up the simulation volume and creates the required

software representations of the molecular species that need to be modelled.

Meredys simulations take place in a confined space called the simulation vol-

ume, a cube whose side length are defined by the user. The position of any

molecular species within simulation volume is given as a 3-component posi-

tion vector relative to the centre of the simulation volume. After initialisa-

tion the software enters a cycle of iterations. The Brownian dynamics engine

works by dividing time into small, equal time steps. The time evolution of

the system occurs by iteration of these time steps. The time step length, the

amount of simulated time each time step represents, is given as user input.

The Meredys algorithm executes a sequence of steps at each iteration cycle.

The iteration cycle is shown in figure 3.2. The number of total iterations

executed, that is the total run length, is user defined within the input file.

The algorithms employed at each step of an iteration cycle include algorithms

for random walks of molecules, zeroth-order, uni-molecular and bi-molecular

reactions, including binding reactions, and execution of user-defined events.

Movement of molecules takes place in specific diffusion environments, called

diffusion landscapes, which determine the diffusive behaviour of molecules.

Examples of such landscapes are the membrane or the cytosol. Following

diffusion the software determines the reactions to be executed at the time

step, and completes the designated reactions. The feature-states of the re-

actants can affect the reaction rate and/or outcome. In order to speed up

run time, Meredys omits iterations during which no molecular movement,

reaction or event takes place, jumping ahead to the next iteration containing

any of these actions. The program effectively becomes event-driven during

this time. The program allows for various different types of output options,

including information displayed as text to file or console, and visual informa-

tion (rendered to screen during run-time or captured as set of image files).

The type of output, as well as the information to be output, is defined in

NeuroML input file.
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Move Clusters

Zeroth-order Reactions

Unimolecular Reactions

Bimolecular Reactions

Invoke Events

Figure 3.2: Meredys iteration cycle. The software sequentially executes
each step of an iteration cycle at each iteration. The number of iterations
the simulation performs is user defined within the input file.

3.1.1 Random Number Generation

The Monte Carlo methods used in Meredys for the simulation of molecu-

lar diffusion, and some of the reaction algorithms, require a large number

of (pseudo-)random numbers to be generated by the program. In order to

allow reproduction of results, random number generation needs to occur in

an environment which permits the reproduction of the sequence of random

numbers used during a simulation run. All random number generation in

Meredys is handled by the Randomizer class which, in turn, contains the

Random class supplied by the Java Development Kit (JDK - available since

JDK1.0). The JDK class allows for the creation of a random number gen-

erator with a user-supplied seed value, thus enabling the repetition of the

generation of a sequence of random numbers. The JDK class uses a linear

congruential formula to modify the seed (Knuth, 1999). The class returns

pseudo-random, gaussian distributed double-precision floating point values,

pseudo-random, uniformly distributed single-precision floating point values,

and pseudo-random, uniformly distributed integer values. Exponential vari-

ates are created by the Randomizer wrapper class using pseudo-random,
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uniformly distributed single-precision floating point values and applying the

inversion method (Devroye, 1986). As random number generation can be

computationally time consuming, and the software requires a large amount

of random numbers, Meredys gives the user a choice of two approaches for ran-

dom number generation. Firstly, all the random numbers can be generated

when required at run time. Alternatively, the software can pre-compute two

lists of 250000 random numbers (one uniformly distributed single-precision

floating point values, the other gaussian distributed double-precision floating

point values) and re-use these lists with replacement and shuffling during

program execution (see figure 3.3 for pseudo-code of the replacement and

shuffling algorithm).

3.1.2 Voxels

A bi-molecular reaction between two reacting partners proceeds if the react-

ing partners are separated by a distance equal to or less than their binding

radius, σ, by the end of the movement step of the iteration cycle (see below).

Each reaction site must therefore query all its possible partner sites for their

position in the system volume, and determine the distance between them. In

a system of many molecules these operations can be computationally time

consuming and often unnecessary, especially if distances between reacting

partners do not change significantly from one iteration step to the next.

This computationally expensive operations can be minimised by dividing the

system volume into separate sub-volumes called voxels. Every reaction site

keeps track of which voxel it is in. During bi-molecular reaction resolution,

each reaction site only checks reaction partners present in the same voxel as

itself or any of the 26 neighbouring voxels. For this to work effectively, voxels

need to be larger than the largest binding radius. The program pre-computes

all the possible binding radii at program initialisation and checked against

the user defined voxel size. If the voxel size is larger than the largest binding

radius, the program divides the system volume into the appropriate number

of voxels. A large number of voxels speeds up the simulation run time at the

expense of computer memory.

3.1.3 Representation of Molecular Entities

Any biological object of interest, such as a protein, is represented by a model

construct which, in turn, is instantiated from a number of software objects.
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Get number from
list accoring to 

i terator

Is number
penul t imate
according to 

i terator?

Use number

Mult iply:  Number x ul i tmate number x 10

Take absolute value

Is asolute value = 0

Add 1

Set i terator to absolute value

Shuffle List

Set l ist index to 0

Start

END

Split l ist into 100
equal sized segments

Select a segment at
random and remove

Create a new segment 
of  2500 random numbers

Shuffle segments
and reassemble l ist

Start

ENDA B

YES

YES

NO

NO

Figure 3.3: Pseudo-code for Randomizer class.
(A) Generation of number sequence. When the iterator reaches the end of a
list of random numbers, a new iterator is set up and the list of numbers is
shuffled.
(B) Shuffling of a list of random numbers. When the iterator reaches the
end of a list of random numbers, the list is split into sections, the sections
shuffled, one section replaced and the list reassembled.
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Molecular species are modelled in a hierarchical fashion (figure 3.4). Parti-

cles, entities and clusters are the software classes which are used to create

representations of the molecular species within the model. Clusters are com-

posed of one or more entities, and an entity is composed of one or more

particles.

Particles are the basic building blocks for the construction of compound

objects. They contain the sites of all bi-molecular and some uni-molecular

reactions. A particle’s centre of mass is described by a position vector relative

to the centre of mass of its parent entity (see P1 and P2 relative to E1 in

figure 3.4A).

Entities are permanent objects that never dissociate into their compo-

nent particles during run-time. An entity’s particle make up is defined by

the modeller in the simulation input file. An entity maintains its identity

throughout a simulation, even when it is part of a cluster comprising two or

more entities. Entities have a centre of mass encoded as a position vector

relative to the centre of mass of its parent cluster (see E1 and E2 relative to

C1 in figure 3.4B).

The final member of the component hierarchy of the objects used in

Meredys is the cluster. Clusters are the run-time instantiations of one or

more entities. Entities which undergo binding reactions are considered part

of the same cluster. This association can be transient. When two bound

entities separate, they each form separate, independent clusters. Addition-

ally, a cluster’s hydro-dynamic radius, used in the calculation of the cluster

diffusion constant, is determined by the hydro-dynamic radii of all its mem-

ber particles. The member particles are assumed to be spheres of a volume

calculated from their user-defined hydro-dynamic radius. The parent entity

is assumed to be a sphere of volume equal to the sum of the volumes of its

child particles. The parent cluster is assumed to be a sphere of volume equal

to the sum of the volumes of its child entities. The sphere’s radius is taken as

the cluster’s hydro-dynamic radius (see figure 3.4B). Clusters have a centre

of mass which is a position vector relative to the centre of the simulation

volume.

3.1.4 Diffusion

Clusters are the software objects which diffuse through the simulation vol-

ume at each time step. The diffusion properties of the cluster are determined
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Figure 3.4: Hierarchical representation of molecular species in
Meredys.
(A) Two independent clusters each composed of one entity, E1 and E2, prior
to bond formation. Large blue spheres represent the stokes radii of the clus-
ters. Green disks represent the points of binding
(B) A new cluster composed of two entities, E1 and E2 resulting from the
assembly of the former clusters by binding of reaction points S1 and R1.
The stokes radius of the new cluster is composed of the stokes radii of all the
composing entities.
Yellow points P1 & P2, particles centre of mass; purple points E1 & E2, entities centre of
mass; blue point C1, cluster centre of mass; red points S1, S2, S3 & R1, reaction points
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by the particles composing the cluster’s entities. Each particle belongs to a

specific diffusion landscape. An entity then contains a set of diffusion land-

scapes composed of the diffusion landscapes of all the entity’s child particles.

A cluster, in turn, contains a set of diffusion landscapes constructed from the

union of the sets of its child entities. The diffusion landscape which deter-

mines the cluster’s diffusion properties is the most limiting landscape from

the set of landscapes. Currently there are five landscapes to chose from: unre-

stricted, membrane, above membrane, below membrane, and static. The ’un-

restricted’ diffusion landscape allows for unrestricted diffusion over the whole

simulation volume. Clusters in the ’membrane’ diffusion landscape have their

movement restricted to two dimensions, with no movement along the y-axis.

This is used for movement of membrane-bound molecules. The membrane

position point is the y-coordinate at which the membrane is located. It is

user-defined. The membrane is therefore represented by a plane in x-z, which

crosses the simulation volume at a user defined y-coordinate. The ’above

membrane’ diffusion landscape allows unrestricted three-dimensional diffu-

sion in the sub-volume above the membrane position point. Conversely, the

’below membrane’ diffusion landscape allows unrestricted three-dimensional

diffusion in the sub-volume below the membrane position point. The ’static’

diffusion landscape disallows any kind of movement. The ’static’ diffusion

landscape is set as the most limiting diffusion landscape, followed by the

membrane landscape as the second most limiting followed by the remaining

landscapes, which are considered of equal precedence.

A cluster’s diffusion landscape can change during a simulation, as the

cluster incorporates more entities containing a different set of diffusion land-

scapes, or when a cluster separates into two clusters and the inheritance of

possible diffusion landscapes is unequal due to unequal entity composition.

For example, a cluster can change from an unrestricted diffusion landscape

to a static diffusion landscape by binding a different, static cluster. In addi-

tion to determining the limits of the cluster diffusion within the simulation

volume, diffusion landscapes also influence the actual displacement a cluster

experiences at each time step, by affecting the cluster’s Diffusion coefficient,

D.

Within molecular environments, where viscous forces exceed inertial forces,

particles move by random, Brownian, motion (Berg, 1993). The probabil-

ity of finding a particle at position x after some time ∆t following release

from a point source at time t = 0 and free diffusion in one dimension can be
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calculated from Fick’s Second law of diffusion and yields

p(x, t) = 1√
4πD∆t

e−
x2

4D∆t (3.1)

This describes a Gaussian distribution with mean µ = 0, and variance σ2 =
2D∆t. Meredys uses this solution to Fick’s Second law to determine the dis-

placement of each cluster at each time-step. Each component of a cluster’s

displacement vector is random number X drawn from the above distribution,

X ∼ N(µ,σ2) where µ = 0 and σ2 = 2D∆t. Similar translational displacement

algorithms have been used in other stochastic, particle-based simulation soft-

ware (Andrews and Bray, 2004; Stiles et al., 1996) and effectively describe

free diffusion. The value of a cluster’s D is dependent on whether the cluster

is membrane bound or not, on the viscosity of the cluster’s diffusion land-

scape, and on the hydro-dynamic radius of the cluster.

In the case of a cluster diffusing in an aqueous, non-membrane environ-

ment (i.e. clusters in the ’unrestricted’,’above membrane’ or ’below mem-

brane’ diffusion landscape) Meredys calculates the cluster’s D, using the

Stokes-Einstein equation (Berg, 1993):

D = kBT

6πηr
(3.2)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin, η

is the viscosity of the surrounding fluid, and r is the cluster’s hydro-dynamic

radius. When clusters combine during a simulation run, the resulting, larger

cluster has a different value of D.

For membrane-bound clusters, the equation for D is taken from Saffman

and Delbrück (Saffman and Delbrück, 1975):

D = kBT

4πµh
(log

µh

ηr
− γ) (3.3)

where γ is Euler’s constant, and h is the thickness of the plasma membrane

(5 nm in Meredys ), µ is the viscosity of the membrane, and r is the radius

of a cylindrical particle in the membrane.

The membrane landscape can be further sub-divided by defining mem-

brane domains. These are circular sub-domains within the membrane. Mem-

brane domains may have different viscosities from the membrane landscape.

The user can assign specific boundary conditions to the boundaries between

membrane domains and the membrane landscape.
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In addition to translational motion, clusters also undergo rotational mo-

tion during each time step. As a cluster’s rotational motion is much faster

than its translational motion, clusters assume a random orientation after

each time-step. Rotation is restricted for clusters diffusing in the membrane

diffusion landscape.

3.1.5 Boundary Interaction

Simulations take place in a simulation volume of user defined size delimited

by the simulation volume boundaries. Additionally, specific membrane do-

mains can be described which are separated from the canonical membrane

environment by user-defined boundaries. As a consequence, types of be-

haviour need to be specified to resolve interaction of diffusing clusters with

the available boundaries. There are four types of boundary interactions that

can be simulated: Open, absorbing, periodic, and reflective. Boundary in-

teractions are invoked whenever a cluster crosses the boundary. A cluster

is said to have crossed a boundary if it is found on a different side of the

boundary at the end of the movement step of the iteration cycle, compared

to the start of the movement step. Open boundary interactions do not ob-

struct cluster diffusion at all. A cluster is freely allowed to cross an open

boundary. Clusters crossing an absorbing boundary are removed from the

simulation. Periodic boundary interaction allows the translation of the clus-

ter across the domain volume to emerge at the opposite side. A reflective

boundary interaction reflects the molecule according to the law of reflection.

Any described boundary can have a number of boundary conditions associ-

ated with it. A boundary condition is defined as a boundary interaction type

and an associated probability. The sum of all the probabilities of a domains

boundary conditions must equal to one. The probabilities determine what

type of interaction occurs when a cluster comes in contact with a boundary.

Additionally, a boundary can posses a different set of boundary conditions,

depending on the directionality of the crossing. For example, a boundary

between two domains A and B may be open to molecules crossing from A

into B, but reflective for molecules attempting to cross from B into A.

3.1.6 Reactions

Meredys is capable of simulating zeroth-order reactions, uni-molecular reac-

tions and bi-molecular reactions. Reactions involving three reacting partners
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simultaneously, ternary reactions, cannot be simulated.

Zeroth-order Reactions

Frequently it is necessary to include the creation of molecules in a model

without introducing the details of the creation process. In such a case, zeroth-

order reactions can be used to simulate, for example, a continuous influx of

chemicals or a creation process. The rate equation is

δ[E]
δt
= k (3.4)

The k of each zeroth-order reaction is used to calculate the mean number of

entities (λ) created at each time-step.

λ = kδtV NAvogadro (3.5)

Where k is the reaction rate in units of Molar per second, M⋅s−1, δt is the

time-step in seconds, V is the volume of the landscape the entities are created

in and NAvogadro is Avogadro’s number. At program initialisation, a Poisson

distribution with mean λ is used to determine the time elapsed until creation

of one entity. This is repeated until the total elapsed time is equal to the

time-step of one iteration, δt. All the resulting new molecules are stored in a

table and indexed by the iteration at which they are created. This process is

repeated until the iteration step reached equals the total simulation run time.

Since this process occurs at program initialisation, during the simulation run

time only the relevant table entry needs to be queried at specific iteration

steps, thus avoiding the need for computationally expensive random number

generation during run time.

Unimolecular Reactions

There are many molecular processes that can be effectively modelled using

unimolecular reactions, such as conversions, unbinding or death processes.

They comprise a wide range of important reactions in biochemistry. In

Meredys, unimolecular reactions can occur either at reaction sites, such as

unbinding reactions, or to entire entities, such as a death process. According

to Mass Action law the general reaction scheme for unimolecular reactions

can be represented mathematically by,

δ[C]
δt
= k[A] (3.6)
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In order to minimise the number of random number generations required for

a simulation run, Meredys implements a reaction scheduler. The software

draws the time of reaction from an exponential distribution.

f(t) = ke−kt (3.7)

k is the first order reaction rate constant, in units of s−1, and t is the elapsed

time in seconds. This time is added to the elapsed simulation time to cal-

culate the iteration step at which the reaction will occur. The reaction with

associated time of occurrence is termed a reaction event. The reaction event

is stored in a table indexed by the iteration step at which the event occurs.

Additionally, reactions occurring during an iteration step are executed ac-

cording to the order within that iteration step. Whenever an entity, reaction

site or bond is created, during program initialisation or as result of a reaction,

for example, Meredys determines the uni-molecular reactions the reactant

can undergo and creates a reaction event for each reaction and adds it to the

scheduler. The event is executed at its determined iteration step. If the re-

actant undergoes a state change or other reaction which affects a previously

determined reaction event, then the affected reaction event is removed from

the scheduler and a new reaction event determined if need be.

Bimolecular Reactions

The simulated bimolecular reactions take place on reaction sites. A reaction

site software object is contained within the particle software object. A parti-

cle may contain more than one reaction site. The reaction sites are roughly

analogous to biological binding sites or enzyme active sites. As active sites

they determine the site of reactions for a particle and its parent entity. As

binding sites, they determine the site of binding and geometry of the bind-

ing between two entities. The reaction site is described by a set of three

points (see figure 3.4). The first point, the centre point, gives the centre

of the reaction site. The first and second points together describe a vector,

the normal vector, through the centre of the reaction site. The first and the

third points together describe a vector perpendicular to the normal vector,

called the plane vector. The centre point is used as the centre of the sphere

describing the reaction radius of the reaction surface for the purpose of bi-

molecular reactions. The two vectors are used to determine the geometry of

binding during binding reactions.
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Bimolecular reactions occur when two molecules collide with enough en-

ergy and in the correct orientation to form a product. A general reaction

scheme for a bimolecular reaction is:

δ[C]
δt
= k[A][B] (3.8)

Meredys implements the bimolecular reaction algorithm outlined in An-

drews and Bray (Andrews and Bray, 2004). This algorithm is based on the

Smoluchowski model for reaction-diffusion systems (v. Smoluchowski, 1916).

Within a physical system, a collision occurs when the reactant centres are

separated by a distance equal to the sum of the molecular radii. Not ev-

ery collision in a physical system leads to a reaction, as not every collision

overcomes the reaction’s activation barrier. In order to take account of this,

the algorithm replaces the sum of the molecular radii by an effective binding

radius, σ. Andrews and Bray (Andrews and Bray, 2004) determine the bind-

ing radius by deriving the simulated reaction rate constant in terms of the

binding radius, equating this to the experimentally observed rate constant

and then inverting the result to get σ. Bimolecular reactions occur when

two reaction site centre points come within a distance determined by the re-

acting pairs binding radius following the molecular displacement step of the

iteration cycle.

Many molecular biological species interact to form transient complexes,

such as the protein-protein interactions which dominate cellular signalling

networks. Two procedures exist to simulate bi-molecular reactions result-

ing in bond formation between the two participating entities. Although the

modeller has the option of encoding binding reactions by using the afore-

mentioned bi-molecular reaction scheme and treating the bound product as

a new entity altogether, Meredys does allow for binding reactions where the

identities of the participating entities are retained. This is particularly useful

for the modelling of transient, reversible interactions, such as ligand binding

to a receptor, as it eases the tracking of individual molecular species. The

reaction scheme for binding reactions is that of the general bi-molecular re-

action scheme given above. However, the reaction outcome differs, as a new

cluster needs to be formed from the existing reacting partners. The structural

rearrangements required for binding are encoded in the set of three points

describing the reaction surface (see figure 3.4). First, the centre points of

the partner reaction sites are superimposed. Then the reaction partners are

rotated to make their normal vectors anti-parallel. Finally, the reactants
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are rotated perpendicular to the normal vector to superimpose their plane

vectors. The hydro-dynamic radii and diffusion landscapes of the reaction

partners determine the relative contribution of each partner to the rotational

movements required to bring them into the right orientation. Reactants with

a larger hydro-dynamic radius rotate less relative to the reaction partner with

the smaller hydro-dynamic radius. Additionally, both the membrane diffu-

sion landscape as well as the static diffusion landscape restrict the amount

of rotation a reactant can undergo.

3.1.7 Molecular States

Many biological molecules can assume different states. Common examples

include post-translational modifications, ligand occupation or conformation

states. These states often influence the molecules overall biophysical proper-

ties, including the reactions the molecule partakes in. At times, a modeller

would like to keep track of a molecules different states but still maintain the

identity of the original molecule; that is, avoid creating new entities every

time a state change occurs. Meredys supports this concept, by allowing user

defined feature states for simulation entities. An entity’s state can have a

direct effect on the reaction probability of any reaction the entity is capable

of undergoing. Equally, any reaction the molecule undergoes can effect a

state change. An entity’s states are defined by describing a particular entity

feature, such as channel gating, or phosphorylation site, and an enumeration

of the possible states the feature can assume.

3.1.8 Events

Sometimes the spontaneous creation through the zero-order reaction mech-

anism is not sufficient for the addition of new entities. It is possible to load

pre-defined entities directly into the simulation at a given time point. These

non-movement and non-reaction occurrences are termed events and can be

specified within the input XML file. Further events, such as instantaneous

removal of a reaction species at a specific time point or change of a reaction

rate at at a specific time point are currently under development.
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3.2 NeuroML Input Specifications

Models for Meredys are specified in an XML file implementing it’s own flavour

of NeuroML. Within the software the XML is processed using the NeuroML

development kit (Goddard et al., 2001). The root element of a Meredys input

file is a NeuroML list class. It serves as the container for all the subsequent

entries, the members of the list. These are also considered lists by the XML

processing code.

<neuroml class="reader.XMLList">

<list>

<!-- Remaining XML here -->

</list>

</neuroml>

The obligatory class attribute determines the software class described by

the list member and instantiated in the running program. As such, the entire

XML is a list of lists. For all entries, XML tag and attribute names are case

insensitive and string variable values are case sensitive. Meredys uses SI units

for all its variable values. What follows is a description of the various XML

components used for Meredys model description. Example NeuroML input

files can be downloaded from the Meredys website (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/compneur-

srv/meredys.html).

3.2.1 Includefile

The includefile class allows for the nesting of additional XML files. Only

one level of nesting is permitted. The purpose of the component is mainly to

allow the splitting of the XML file into many more manageable XML files,

each dealing with a specific aspect of the Meredys model. The attribute value

specifies the path and file name of the XML file to be included. The XML

processing code will load and process this file in addition to the remainder

of the parent XML input file.

<includefile class="StringParameter"

value="$file"

/>
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$file (string) The path and file name of the XML file to be included.

3.2.2 Parameter

This component sets up the parameters necessary for running a simulation.

The parameter class and its attributes are required for any simulation run

and only one instance of the parameter component is allowed in the XML

input file. The attributes of the component deal with parameters of the

simulation system, such as system size, and parameters of the simulation

run, such as the length of the simulation run.

<parameter class="xmlobjects.XMLParameters"

simulationSize="$size"

stepSize="$step"

voxelSize="$voxel"

seed="$seed"

runLength="$length"

render="$render"

capture="$capture"

stdout = "$out"

outDir = "$file"

/>

$size (float) The length of the sides of the cube making up the

system volume in meters.

$step (integer) The length of one iteration step in seconds.

$voxel (integer;optional) The number of voxels the simulation volume

will be divided into.

$seed (integer; optional) The seed value for the random number generator.

A value of ’0’ denotes a random seed.

$length (integer) The number of iteration steps the simulation will run for.

$render (boolean) A boolean flag indicating whether visual output will

rendered to the screen or not.

$capture (boolean) A boolean flag indicating whether visual output will be

captured as an png image file or not. If set to true, each

iteration step will be captured as an individual png file.
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These can subsequently be combined to form movies of the

simulation run.

$out (boolean) A boolean flag indicating whether text output

will be captured or not.

$file (string) The path of the directory where the text output files

will be written to.

The reserved words STDERR and STDOUT denote the

computer systems standard error and standard output.

The reserved word CURRDIR denotes the current directory.

3.2.3 Landscape

Molecular species in Meredys diffuse in specific environment termed diffusion

landscapes. The landscape class defines the attributes of a specific diffu-

sion landscape present in the model system. Five different landscape types

exist and are specified in the class’ type attribute. These are unrestricted,

membrane, above membrane, below membrane and static. There is a depen-

dency between the above/below membrane type landscape component and

the membrane type landscape component, in that defining either of the for-

mer requires definition of the later. By default the plane of the membrane is

located at position ’0’ of the y-coordinate within the system simulation vol-

ume. This position can be adjusted by specifying the yposition attribute

within an instance of a landscape class of type membrane. Although land-

scapes are optional, any molecular species defined in a Meredys model has to

be associated with a diffusion landscape.

<landscape class="xmlobjects.XMLLandscape"

id="$id"

type="$type"

yposition="$yposition"

viscosity = "$viscosity"

/>

$id (string) A unique identifier for this component.

The $id variable must be composed of

alphanumerical characters and the underscore.

This attribute is used for cross-referencing purposes
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within the XML file.

$type (string) The type of the diffusion landscape. Currently there

are five alternatives: unrestricted, static, membrane,

above membrane and below membrane

(see subsection Diffusion for more detail).

$yposition (float; optional) Only applicable to the membrane landscape

type. This variable determines the position of the

membrane on the y-coordinate.

$viscosity (float) The viscosity of the landscape.

It is used in determining the diffusion

coefficients of the diffusing entities according to

equations 3.2 and 3.3.

3.2.4 Membranedomain

Meredys allows for the definition of specific domains within the membrane

landscape. The domains viscosity value affect the diffusion of molecular

species within the membrane domain. The attribute size specifies the radius

of the circular domain. The x and z coordinates determine the placement of

the domain centre within the plane of the membrane type landscape. Defin-

ing the membranedomain component requires definition of the membrane

landscape component.

<membranedomain class="xmlobjects.XMLMembraneDomain"

id="$id"

viscosity="$viscosity"

size="$size">

<coordinateX>

<coordinateX class="Float"

value="$x"/>

</coordinateX>

<coordinateZ>

<coordinateZ class="Float"

value="$z"/>

</coordinateZ>

</membranedomain>
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$id (string) A unique identifier for this component.

The $id variable must be composed of

alphanumerical characters and the underscore.

This attribute is used for cross-referencing purposes

within the XML file.

$viscosity (float) The viscosity of the membrane domain.

It is used in determining the diffusion

coefficients of the diffusing entities according to

equations 3.2 and 3.3.

$size (float) The radius of the circular domain.

$x (float) The position of the domain centre within the membrane

on the x-axis.

$z (float) The position of the domain centre within the membrane

on the z-axis.

3.2.5 Boundary

The boundary class defines boundary interactions of diffusing molecules

with the system volume boundary or the boundary between different mem-

brane domains. If the listOfBoundedDomains contains a single element,

the boundary described refers to a boundary between the system volume

and the outside, that is the walls of the system volume cube. The variable

$value1 must then be one of the following reserved words: YMAX, YMIN,

ZMAX, ZMIN, XMAX, XMIN or VOLUME. YMAX and YMIN refer to the

sides of the system volume cube at the maximal and minimal value of the

y-axis, the ’ceiling’ and ’floor’ of the system volume cube. ZMAX, ZMIN,

XMAX and XMIN refer to the equivalent values on the z- and x-axis. The

reserved word VOLUME, refers to all the system volume cube sides. A

description of the system volume boundary is mandatory for the proper run-

ning of a simulation. If the boundary demarcates membrane domains, the

listOfBoundedDomains must contain two elements. The variable $value1 is

then an id attribute of a previously described membranedomain or of a

membrane type landscape. As covered in the subsection on boundaries, four

types of boundary interactions can be simulated: Open, absorbing, periodic

and reflective. Periodic boundary types may only be used for system volume

boundary. Further, open boundary types are only applicable to non-system

volume boundary. Each condition has an associated probability, and the sum
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of all the probabilities must be one.

<boundary class="xmlobjects.XMLBoundary"

id="$id">

<listOfBoundedDomains>

<boundedDomain class="StringParameter"

value="$value1"/>

</listOfBoundedDomains>

<listOfBoundaryConditions>

<boundaryCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFAttributeValuePair"

attribute="$attribute"

value="$value2"/>

</listOfBoundaryConditions>

</boundary>

$id (string) A unique identifier for this component.

The $id variable must be composed of

alphanumerical characters and the underscore.

This attribute is used for cross-referencing purposes

within the XML file.

$value1 (string) The id attribute of a membrane domain or membrane

landscape. For the reserved words, see the above text.

$attribute (string) Attribute defining boundary behaviour.

Can be one of: reflective, open, periodic, absorbing.

$value2 (float) The probability associated with the condition occurring.

3.2.6 Reaction

The software can simulate zeroth-order, uni-molecular and bi-molecular re-

actions. Reactions are defined in the reaction class. The type attribute,

which can take the values zero, uni, and bi, determines the molecularity of

the reaction. If a reaction of type bi is reversible, the attribute reverseId

needs to hold the id of the reverse reaction. Additionally, any reversible

bi-molecular reaction must specify the probability of geminate recombina-

tion (Andrews and Bray, 2004). Depending on whether the reaction type is

zero, uni, or bi, the listOfReactants must contain zero, one or two en-

tries. The listOfStateEffects lists the effect the reactant states have
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on the rate of the reaction or the reaction outcome. The modifier at-

tribute holds a floating point number used as a multiplier of the base rate

if the feature states of the reactants correspond to the conditions enumer-

ates in the listOfFeatureCondition within the listOfStateEffect. The

listOfNascentState describes the state newly formed reactant products are

found in.

<reaction class="xmlobjects.XMLReaction"

id="$id1"

type="$type"

baseRate="$base"

reverseId="$reverse"

backProbability = "$probability">

<listOfReactants>

<reactant class="StringParameter"

value="$value"/>

</listOfReactants>

<listOfStateEffect>

<stateEffect class="xmlobjects.XMLStateEffect"

modifier="$modifier">

<listOfSpeciesState>

<speciesState class="xmlobjects.XMLSpeciesState"

species="$species1">

<listOfFeatureCondition>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="$feature"

condition="$condition"/>

</listOfFeatureCondition>

</speciesState>

</listOfSpeciesState>

<listOfNascentState>

<nascentState class="xmlobjects.XMLNascentState"

species="$species2"

proportion="$proportion">

<listOfFeature>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature"

id="$id2"

state="$state"/>
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</listOfFeature>

</nascentState>

</listOfNascentState>

</stateEffect>

</listOfStateEffect>

</reaction>

$id (string) A unique identifier for this component.

The $id variable must be composed of

alphanumerical characters and the underscore.

This attribute is used for cross-referencing purposes

within the XML file.

$type (string) One of zero, uni or bi. Determines the

molecularity of the reaction.

$base (float) The base reaction rate.

$reverse (string) The id of the reverse reaction, if this is a reversible reaction.

$probability (float) Probability of geminate back reaction.

$value (string) The id of the entitytemplate or reactionsurfacetemplate

participating in this reaction.

$modifier (float) Floating point number multiplier for the base rate if all the

feature state conditions of the reactants are full filled.

$species1 (string) Id of an entitytemplate.

This must be of the same type as one of the reactants.

$feature (string) Id of a feature present on the reactant entity.

$condition (string) Id of a state of the previous defined feature.

$species2 (string) Id of an entitytemplate.

This must be of the same type as one of the products.

$proportion (float) Probability of the product to be

created in the defined state.

$id2 (string) Id of a feature present on the product entity.

$state (string) Id of a state of the previous defined feature.

3.2.7 Feature

The feature class allows the modeller to define a feature and enumerate

the states the feature can assume. Feature states can modify the rates of

reactions.
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<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature"

id="$id" >

<listOfState>

<state class="StringParameter"

value="$value" />

</listOfState>

</feature>

$id (string) A unique identifier for this component.

The $id variable must be composed of

alphanumerical characters and the underscore.

This attribute is used for cross-referencing purposes

within the XML file.

$value (string) A unique identifier for this feature.

The $value variable must be composed of

alphanumerical characters and the underscore.

This attribute is used for cross-referencing purposes

within the XML file.

3.2.8 Reactionsurfacetemplate

Reaction take place on reaction sites. The reactionsurfacetemplate class

acts as a container for clustering reactions, allowing a number of reactions

to be associated with a specific reaction site found on particles.

<reactionsurfacetemplate class="xmlobjects.XMLReactionSurfaceTemplate"

id="$id"

reactionIds="$reaction"

/>

$id (string) A unique identifier for this component.

The $id variable must be composed of

alphanumerical characters and the underscore.

This attribute is used for cross-referencing purposes

within the XML file.

$reaction (string) A semi-colon separated list of all the reactions which

this reaction surface is capable of participating in.
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3.2.9 Bondtemplate

Molecular species are capable of forming bonds. The bondtemplate class

defines the potential bond between two reactive sites. The listOfBondPart-

ners has two entries pertaining to the reactive site participating in the binding

and must contain at least two elements.

<bondtemplate class="xmlobjects.XMLBondTemplate"

id="$id">

<listOfBondPartners>

<bondPartner class="StringParameter"

value="$value"/>

</listOfBondPartners>

</bondtemplate>

$id A unique identifier for this component.

The $id variable must be composed of

alphanumerical characters and the underscore.

This attribute is used for cross-referencing purposes

within the XML file.

$value (string) Id of the reactionsurfacetemplate

participating in this bond.

3.2.10 Particletemplate

Particles, the basic building blocks of compound entities in Meredys, are

described by the particletemplate class. The description includes the dif-

fusion landscape the particle operates in, the size of the particle, and the

position of the reactive sites on the particle. Particles operating in a diffu-

sion landscape other than one of type ’membrane’ are assumed to be spheres

of a radius defined in the radius attribute. Particles in membrane diffu-

sion landscapes are thought to be cylinders of a radius defined in the radius

attribute. In both cases, the radius is used to ultimately determine the hydro-

dynamic radius of the parent entity and cluster and their diffusion coefficient

according to equations 3.2 and 3.3. The listOfBondPoints define the points

used to describe the location and geometry of a reaction site. Each reaction

site is described by a set of three points. The first x,y,z-coordinates define the
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centre of the reaction site. The first and second point describe the normal

vector and the first and last point describe the planar vector.

<particletemplate class="xmlobjects.XMLParticleTemplate"

id="$id"

landscapeId="$landscape"

radius="$radius"

reactionSurfaceIds="$surface">

<listOfXBondPoint>

<bondPointX class="Float"

value="$x1"/>

<bondPointX class="Float"

value="$x2"/>

<bondPointX class="Float"

value="$x3"/>

</listOfXBondPoint>

<listOfYBondPoint>

<bondPointY class="Float"

value="$y1"/>

<bondPointY class="Float"

value="$y2"/>

<bondPointY class="Float"

value="$y3"/>

</listOfYBondPoint>

<listOfZBondPoint>

<bondPointZ class="Float"

value="$z1"/>

<bondPointZ class="Float"

value="$z2"/>

<bondPointZ class="Float"

value="$z3"/>

</listOfZBondPoint>

</particletemplate>

$id (string) A unique identifier for this component.

The $id variable must be composed of

alphanumerical characters and the underscore.
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This attribute is used for cross-referencing purposes

within the XML file.

$landscape (string) The id of the diffusion landscape this particle operates in.

$radius (float) The radius of the particle.

It is used in determining the diffusion

coefficients of the diffusing entities according to

equations 3.2 and 3.3.

$surface (string) A semi-colon separated list of all

the reactionsurfacetemplate ids of reactionsurfaces.

$x{1-3}, $y{1-3}, $z{1-3}
(float) Points, three per reactiontemplateid,

describing the position of reaction site on the particle.

The first point describes the position of the reaction site centre

point relative to the centre of the particle. The first and the second

describe the normal vector. The first and the third describe the

plane vector.

3.2.11 Entitytemplate

An entity template describes the particle composition of entities and the ge-

ometrical arrangement of each component particle within the entity. Each

particle contained within the entity is listed in the particleTemplateIds at-

tribute and has its coordinates and orientation relative to the centre of the en-

tity described in the particleTemplateCoord and particleTemplateOrient

attributes. Further the templates outlines the list of state variables an entity

can hold.

<entitytemplate class="xmlobjects.XMLEntityTemplate"

id="$id"

particleTemplateIds="$pid">

<listOfFeatures>

<feature class="StringParameter"

value="$value"/>

</listOfFeatures>

<particleTemplateCoordX>

<particleTemplateCoordX class="Float"

value="$cx"/>

</particleTemplateCoordX>
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<particleTemplateCoordY>

<particleTemplateCoordY class="Float"

value="$cy"/>

</particleTemplateCoordY>

<particleTemplateCoordZ>

<particleTemplateCoordZ class="Float"

value="$cz"/>

</particleTemplateCoordZ>

<particleTemplateOrientX>

<particleTemplateOrientX class="Float"

value="$ox"/>

</particleTemplateOrientX>

<particleTemplateOrientY>

<particleTemplateOrientY class="Float"

value="$oy"/>

</particleTemplateOrientY>

<particleTemplateOrientZ>

<particleTemplateOrientZ class="Float"

value="$oz"/>

</particleTemplateOrientZ>

<particleTemplateOrientAngle>

<particleTemplateOrientAngle class="Float"

value="$angle"/>

</particleTemplateOrientAngle>

</entitytemplate>

$id (string) A unique identifier for this component.

The $id variable must be composed of

alphanumerical characters and the underscore.

This attribute is used for cross-referencing purposes

within the XML file.

$pid (string) A semi-colon separated list of all the particle template ids

of particles contained in the entity.

$value (string) Id of feature.

$cx, $xy, $cz (float) The position vector describing the position

of the first particle relative to the centre of the entity.
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$ox, $oy, $oz, $angle

(float) A vector and angle of rotation about the vector both

describing the orientation of the particle in the entity.

3.2.12 Event

The Event class allows the user to define special events not describing re-

actions or molecular movements. Each event is associated with a specific

time point, defined in the time attribute, at which the event occurs during

a simulation run. Currently the only event that can be specified is of type

loadEntity, allowing the addition of entities to the simulation volume at a

specific time point. In this case, the target attributes is the path and file

name of the XML file containing the XML entity input.

<event class="xmlobjects.XMLEvent"

id="$id"

type="$type"

time="$time"

target="$target"

/>

$id (string) A unique identifier for this component.

The $id variable must be composed of

alphanumerical characters and the underscore.

This attribute is used for cross-referencing purposes

within the XML file.

$type (string) The type of event. Currently only loadEntity is supported.

$time (integer) The iteration step at which the event is executed.

$target (string) The target of the event, which is event dependent

(see text).

3.2.13 Entity

The entity class describes an actual instance of a molecular species within

the system. The class includes the initial position of the species within the

system volume, as well as the initial state of any of the features the molecule

posses. If no initial feature states are specified, the features will assume
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random states from the list of possible states. Position must be defined.

Every molecule to be included in the model, must have an entity description.

<entity class="xmlobjects.XMLEntity"

id="$id"

templateId="$tid"

centreOfMassX="$cx"

centreOfMassY="$cy"

centreOfMassZ="$cz"

orientationX="$ox"

orientationY="$oy"

orientationZ="$oz"

orientationAngle="$angle">

<listOfFeatureStates>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature"

id="$fid"

state="$state"/>

</listOfFeatureStates>

</entity>

$id (string) A unique identifier for this component.

The $id variable must be composed of

alphanumerical characters and the underscore.

$tid (string) Id of an entitytemplate from which this entity is

created from.

$cx, $xy, $cz (float) The position vector describing the position

of the entity relative to the centre of the simulation volume.

$ox, $oy, $oz, $angle

(float) A vector and angle of rotation about the vector both

describing the orientation of the entity in the system volume.

$fid (string; optional) Id of a feature present on the entity.

$state (string; optional)Id of the state of the previous feature.

3.2.14 Output

Description of the desired text output. This class defines for which entity

we want output, at what time points this output is created and what kind
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of output to produce. The options are position, orientation, feature state

and count. Output is printed whenever the iteration step number is evenly

divisible by the number given in the timepoints attribute. Output is only

printed if an iteration step is executed.

<output class="xmlobjects.XMLOutput"

ref="$ref"

timepoints="$tp"

position="$position"

orientation="$orientation"

state="$state"

count="$count">

</output>

$ref (string)Id of the entity template this output component corresponds to.

$tp (integer) Time points at which this output is produced.

$position (boolean) A boolean flag indicating whether entity position will

output or not.

$orientation (boolean) A boolean flag indicating whether entity orientation will

output or not.

$state (boolean) A boolean flag indicating whether entity feature state will

output or not.

$count (boolean) A boolean flag indicating whether entity count will

output or not.

3.2.15 Rendering

Meredys allows for the rendering of the simulation to the screen. A de-

scription of how particles should be rendered by the rendering engine is

encompassed in the rendering class. Number of entries in listOfDimen-

sions depends on the shape of the object. If the object is rendered as a

sphere, only one entry for dimension is required, corresponding to the ra-

dius of the sphere. If the object is rendered as a cylinder or cone two entries

for dimension are required. The first entry corresponds to the radius, the

second one corresponds to the height.

<rendering class="xmlobjects.XMLRendering"
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ref="$ref"

shape="$shape"

colour="$col1;$col2;$col3"

alpha="$alpha">

<listOfDimensions>

<dimension class="Float"

value="$value"/>

</listOfDimensions>

</rendering>

$ref (string) Id of the particle template of particle the rendering

component represents.

$shape (string) Shape of the rendered object.

Can be one of: sphere, cylinder, cone.

$col1, $col2, $col3 (float) A semi-colon separated list of colour values,

corresponding to the red, blue, green colour components.

$alpha (float) The transparency of the particle.

$value (float) Floating point number outlining the dimensions of the

rendered object.
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Chapter 4

Receptor Diffusion during
Long-term Potentiation

Insane in the membrane. Insane
in the brain.

Cypress Hill

Very little is known about the time course of receptor incorporation into

the PSD following an LTP induction event, or how the geometrical arrange-

ment of the interacting components influences this process. Below is a de-

scription of the model used to simulate receptor incorporation to the PSD,

as well as the results obtained from the simulation runs. The model of the

dendritic spine includes AMPAR in the ESM and PSD, scaffold molecules

capable of binding AMPARs in the PSD and a picket-fence surrounding the

PSD. The model is used to show that the diffusion trap model for LTP ex-

pression can be consolidated with the experimentally observed rapid, time

course of LTP (Petersen et al., 1998). In addition, the response of the sys-

tem to alterations in some of the numerical parameters which influence the

binding of receptors to scaffold molecules, such as the diffusion coefficient of

AMPARs, D, and binding radius, σ, as well as changes in the quantity of

interacting components is analysed. The effect of confinement of AMPAR

to a PSD micro-domain on receptor incorporation is evaluated. Receptor

movement in the synaptic spine is simulated using the Meredys simulation

software previously described.
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4.1 Model of the Dendritic Spine

The model used to describe the receptor movement in the dendritic spine

includes the compartmentalisation of the dendritic spine plasma membrane

into distinct membrane domains, diffusion of receptors within the plasma

membrane, and the presence of scaffold molecules in the synaptic area capa-

ble of binding the receptors. The effect of changing various parameters on

AMPAR accumulation at the PSD are investigated in this chapter. What

follows is the description of a reference model used as the prototype for the

subsequent construction of specific models (see Appendix B for the NeuroML

code). The various parameter values used in the reference model are given in

table 4.1. The dendritic spine has been shown to exhibit only slow and lim-

ited diffusional exchange of surface receptors with the dendritic shaft (Ashby

et al., 2006). To accommodate this observations, the spine is modelled as a

self-contained diffusion compartment corresponding to a sphere of the same

volume as a large dendritic spine (see table 4.1). Boundary interactions for re-

ceptors with the simulation volume boundaries are 100% toroidal, effectively

simulating a sphere. That is, receptors which diffuse across the simulations

volume boundary are translated across the simulation volume, ’emerging’

from the opposing simulation volume boundary. The viscosity of the mem-

brane is chosen such that the diffusion coefficient for receptors, DAMPAR,

matches those observed in the biological system (Tardin et al., 2003). The

total surface area of the dendritic spine plasma membrane, Aspine, is cal-

culated from experimentally measured values of the dendritic spine volume

according to equation (4.1):

Aspine = 4π(3Vspine

4π
) 2

3 (4.1)

The plasma membrane of the synaptic spine is modelled as a square with a

surface area, Aspine.

The two membrane compartments that comprise the plasma membrane

of the dendritic spine are the ESM and the synaptic plasma membrane corre-

sponding to the PSD. The PSD region of the synaptic spine is represented as

a circular membrane domain with radius rPSD and surface area APSD. Both

the boundary conditions for molecules crossing from the PSD into the ESM

and for molecules crossing from the ESM into the PSD are defined as open.

AMPARs can traverse freely into and out of the PSD. The PSD is placed

into the centre of the simulated plasma membrane, the centre of the PSD
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membrane domain being located at the simulation volume origin of coordi-

nate (0,0,0). It has been estimated that the PSD occupies approximately 9%

of the area of the synaptic spine membrane (Harris and Kater, 1994). The

surface area of the ESM is determined by

AESM = Aspine −APSD (4.2)

4.2 Molecules within the Membrane

AMPAR entities are embedded in the membrane where they are allowed

to diffuse freely. The density of AMPARs in the ESM is taken from values

reported in the literature (Tanaka et al., 2005). A cytoplasmic tail part allows

AMPARs to interact with the scaffold entities located below the plasma

membrane. Scaffold molecules are represented as separate, static entities.

Scaffold entities are placed just below the PSD membrane domain to allow

interaction with the tail region of receptor entities. The molecular nature

of the anchoring site for AMPARs at the PSD is still not determined, and

may well depend on the state of the individual synapse, as well as on the

subtype of AMPAR. Since the identity of the AMPAR binding scaffold is

not known there are no experimentally observed values for the density of

the scaffold elements within the PSD. The effect of changing scaffold density

is investigated. For the reference model, however, it is assumed that the

number of anchors is equal to the number of free AMPARs in the ESM.

Receptors and scaffold elements do not start homogeneously distributed

throughout the model membrane. Receptors are randomly placed within

the ESM area of the membrane with coordinates drawn from a uniform dis-

tribution. The scaffold elements are randomly distributed within the PSD

region of the synaptic spine with coordinates drawn from a uniform distribu-

tion. The model system consists of a limited number of adsorbers (scaffold

anchors) and adsobates (AMPARs), with both populations starting in two

distinct domains (i.e non-homogeneous) and only the receptors allowed to

diffuse in 2 dimensions. Additionally, reactions between adsorber and adsor-

bate remove both entities from the system.

Within the extra-synaptic membrane, the diffusion of AMPAR has been

shown to be unrestricted and Brownian in nature (Borgdorff and Choquet,

2002). AMPAR diffusion within synaptic regions appears to occur in a con-

fined region (Tardin et al., 2003; Renner et al., 2008). By adjusting the
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Figure 4.1: Examples of AMPAR movement within the model sys-
tem.
(A) Example trajectories of individual AMPAR displaying unrestricted
Brownian diffusion and diffusion in a confined area. Scale bar is 500 nm.
Red trace, unrestricted diffusion; Green trace, confined diffusion in area of
300 nm diameter.
(B) Plot of MSD versus time of an ensemble of AMPAR (n=30) display-
ing unrestricted Brownian diffusion and diffusion in a confined area. Red
trace, unrestricted diffusion; Green trace, confined diffusion in area of 300
nm diameter.

boundary condition for exit from the PSD membrane domain, from open to

reflective, the model replicates this behaviour.

Figure 4.1 demonstrates the reproduction of the two types of diffusion

behaviours observed for synaptic AMPARs in the model system. Example

traces are shown (Figure 4.1A) and the mean-squared displacement (MSD)

of all the receptors in the simulation series is plotted against simulated time

(figure 4.1B). A simulation series of freely diffusing receptors in the spine

membrane lacking AMPAR binding scaffold molecules and membrane domain

corrals (red trace/plot in figure 2) yields a linear dependency of the MSD

on time, characteristic of unrestricted Brownian motion, and described by

equation (4.3).

MSD = 4DAMPARt (4.3)

Where DAMPAR is the diffusion coefficient of AMPARs and t is time. Con-

versely, simulations with receptors surrounded by a circular corral of 300 nm
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radius with perfect boundaries (green trace/plot) and plotting MSD versus

time displays levelling off of the plot, indicative of diffusion within a con-

fined space. Phenomenologically equivalent behaviour has been observed in

experimental systems (see figure 1.6 and (Tardin et al., 2003)).

4.3 Receptor Incorporation into the PSD

A diffusion-trap model for synaptic plasticity expression requires AMPARs

to bind scaffold molecules at the PSD following random diffusion within the

spine plasma membrane. Binding of the AMPARs to the scaffold effectively

traps the AMPARs at the PSD, leading to an increase of receptor density at

the synapse, and concomitant increase in post-synaptic signal amplitude, as

is observed during LTP. The increase in the signal amplitude needs to occur

within no more than 10 seconds (Petersen et al., 1998). The ESM contains

a readily accessible pool of AMPARs (Tanaka et al., 2005), and receptors

have been shown to exchange between the ESM and the PSD under rest-

ing conditions (Borgdorff and Choquet, 2002; Tardin et al., 2003). To test

whether a sufficient number of AMPARs could accumulate at the PSD in

the time course allowed for LTP expression, diffusion of AMPARs is simu-

lated in the above described model (see figure 4.3). The simulations result

in nearly complete capture of AMPARs after just 5 seconds of diffusion (fig-

ure 4.2A). In comparison, a simulation run lacking scaffold elements shows

8% of AMPARs present within the PSD region of the dendritic spine. This

is in good agreement with the total size of the PSD area (9% of the total

spine area) and indicative of the receptors reaching diffusional equilibrium.

The time course of receptor binding to scaffold elements (figure 4.2B) shows

a fast depletion of AMPARs from the ESM, and a concomitant rapid accu-

mulation of bound AMPARs in the PSD as AMPARs diffuse into the PSD

area (see figure 4.4) and bind to available scaffold anchors. As a measure of

the speed of binding, the time of half-saturation, t1/2 , is defined as the time-

point at which half the available scaffold binding proteins are occupied. In

the case of the ’prototypical’ reference model used (see table 4.1) the time of

half-saturation t1/2 = 710 ms. During the time span measured, the fraction

of unbound receptors within the PSD area reaches a peak of approximately

0.04 and then declines steadily with the amount of free AMPARs available

(figure 4.2, green curve). These results show that AMPARs can accumulate

within the PSD from the pool of extra-synaptic receptors in the spine by
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Figure 4.2: Incorporation of receptors into the PSD.
(A) Data show fraction of receptors present at the PSD following simulation
of 5 seconds of diffusion in the absence (-) and presence (+) of AMPAR
binding scaffold entities. Blue, total receptors; Red, receptors bound to
scaffold.
(B) Fraction of AMPARs bound, unbound in the PSD and in the ESM as a
function of time. Red +, bound; Green x, unbound in PSD; Blue *, in ESM.
Parameters used found in Table 4.1.

diffusion within the time frame of LTP expression.
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4.4 Effect of Biophysical Parameters

Capturing of ESM AMPARs by scaffold elements found within the PSD

requires the receptors to diffuse across the ESM into the PSD to encounter

scaffold molecules. The value of the diffusion coefficient of AMPARs and the

size of the binding radius are therefore important parameters in determining

the time course of capture. In the absence of any information regarding the

molecular identity of the scaffold anchor for AMPARs at the PSD, a range

of binding radii is used and the effect on receptor incorporation is examined.

Figure 4.5A shows the rapid accumulation of AMPARs at the PSD for a

range of binding radii (0.1 nm - 1 nm) following 5 seconds of simulated

diffusion. An increase in binding radius (σ) gives rise to a decrease in t1/2 as

AMPARs need to explore less area before coming into binding distance of a

free scaffold molecule (figure 4.5B).

Additionally, the effect of different magnitudes of AMPAR diffusion co-

efficients on the time course of receptors incorporation (figure 4.5C) is inves-

tigated. The range of diffusion coefficients explored runs from 0.1 µm2/s to

1 µm2/s (using a 0.1 µm2/s increment) in accordance with values measured

using single-molecule fluorescence microscopy (Tardin et al., 2003). The dif-

fusion coefficient for AMPARs is adjusted by adjusting the viscosity of the

membrane environment (Equation 3.3). An increase in the diffusion coeffi-

cient of AMPARs leads to a marked increase in the rate of receptor capture,

as a higher diffusion coefficient allows a receptor to explore a larger area in

less time. The time point of half saturation for the lowest diffusion coefficient

it nearly 6.5 times the t1/2 for the highest diffusion coefficient (Figure 4.5D).

Slower diffusing receptors tend to spend more time diffusing within the ESM

before reaching available scaffold elements in the PSD. Simulations with both

the lowest diffusion coefficient (0.1 µm2/s) and the smallest binding radius

(0.1 nm) display by far the greatest effect with a 366% increase in t1/2 from

the reference model for the lowest diffusion coefficient and a 400% increase

in t1/2 from the reference model for the lowest binding radius investigated.

Although the diffusion coefficients of AMPAR within the cell membrane can

vary by an order of magnitude, accumulation of receptors in the PSD occurs

within the time span measured for LTP expression for the range of experi-

mentally determined diffusion coefficients.
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Figure 4.5: Effect of biophysical parameters on time course of recep-
tor capture.
(A) Time course of receptor capture by the scaffold for a range of binding
radii (σ = {0.1, 0.2, 0.3,...,1} nm). Red +, 0.1; Green x, 0.2; Blue *, 0.3;
Purple ◻, 0.4; Cyan ∎, 0.5; Red ◯, 0.6; Yellow ●, 0.7; Blue △, 0.8; Orange
▲, 0.9;Green ▽, 1.
(B) Time of half saturation as a function of binding radius.
(C) Time course of receptor capture by the scaffold for a range of diffusion
coefficients (D = {0.1, 0.2, 0.3,...,1} µm2/s). Red +, 0.1; Green x, 0.2; Blue
*, 0.3; Purple ◻, 0.4; Cyan ∎, 0.5; Red ◯, 0.6; Yellow ●, 0.7; Blue △, 0.8;
Orange ▲, 0.9;Green ▽, 1.
(D) Time of half saturation as a function of diffusion coefficient.
Parameters used found in Table 4.1.
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4.5 Effect of Scaffold Distribution and Den-

sity

The molecular nature of the scaffold element responsible for anchoring AM-

PARs to the PSD is not yet known. Numerous potential candidates have

been proposed, such as PSD95 (postsynaptic density protein 95 kDa), SAP97

(synapse-associated protein 97 kDa), GRIP (glutamate receptor interacting

protein) and ABP (AMPA receptor binding protein)(see reviews (Barry and

Ziff, 2002; Collingridge et al., 2004)). Many of these are present in large

quantities at the PSD (Sheng and Hoogenraad, 2007). The accumulation of

AMPARs to the PSD depends on the availability of scaffold molecules capa-

ble of binding the receptors. To test the effect of an excess of both AMPARs

in relation to binding sites, and scaffold in relation to AMPARs, a series of

simulations is run with varying ratios of scaffold to AMPAR molecules. In

each series, the number of AMPARs is kept constant, while the number of

scaffold molecules is changed relative to the number of AMPARs. Figure 4.6

shows the time course of receptor capture for a range of different scaffold-

to-AMPAR ratios. Due to the smaller number of scaffold elements available,

saturation is more rapid for the low scaffold-to-AMPAR ratios, however over-

all initial binding of AMPARs to scaffold elements is more rapid for larger

ratios, as the probability of a reactive encounter increases with the number

of available scaffold entities. The increase in initial rate of capture appear to

reach a limiting value for higher scaffold/AMPAR ratios greater than 1.

Immunogold labelling has determined a number of possible distributions

for AMPARs at the PSD (Nusser et al., 1994; Kharazia and Weinberg, 1997;

Masugi-Tokita et al., 2007). The effect of scaffold binding distribution on the

time course of AMPAR capture (Figure 4.8) is tested. The three different

distributions tested represent distribution observed in experimental set-ups.

Scaffold elements have been distributed either uniformly throughout the PSD

(Nusser et al., 1994), clustered in patches (Masugi-Tokita et al., 2007), or in

a distribution which has been described as annular (Kharazia and Weinberg,

1997) (see Figure 4.7 and ’Methods’ for details). Change in distribution

of scaffold molecules within the PSD has little effect on the time course of

receptor capture (Figure 4.8), although the annular distribution displayed

a slightly slower rate at later times, past the time point of half saturation.

Time points of half saturation for the uniform, annular and patch distribution

are 710 ms, 880 ms and 700 ms respectively.
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Figure 4.6: Effect of the ratio of scaffold to AMPAR.
Fraction of receptors bound as a function of time for a range of scaf-
fold/AMPAR ratios (ρ = {0.25, 0.5, 0.75,...,2})
Red +, 0.25; Green x, 0.5; Blue *, 0.75; Purple ◻, 1.0; Cyan ∎, 1.25; Red ◯,
1.5; Yellow ●, 1.75; Blue △, 2.0.
Parameters used found in Table 4.1

4.6 Effect of Confinement

Diffusion of AMPARs within the post-synaptic specialisation is not unre-

stricted but occurs in a confined area (Renner et al., 2008). By locally trap-

ping AMPARs within the vicinity of the AMPAR binding scaffold molecules

it is conceivable that the rate of receptor capture to scaffold proteins is in-

creased. This confinement is modelled by changing the boundary condition

for PSD to ESM from an open boundary to a partially reflective boundary.

As outlined in a previous chapter (see section ’Boundary interactions’, chap-

ter ’The Simulation Software’) the change from open boundary to partially

reflective boundary causes each AMPAR crossing the PSD to ESM boundary

to have a probability of being reflected back into the PSD rather than enter-

ing the ESM. The probability of successful crossing the boundary out of the

PSD is given as ΨPSD exit. The results for simulations implementing a range

of confinement parameter values (ΨPSD exit increases from 0 to 1) and the

effect on the time course of receptor capture are displayed in Figure 4.9A.

Confinement leads to accumulation of AMPARs over a shorter time period.

The t1/2 decreases from 710 ms to 390 ms as ΨPSD exit increases from 0 to

1 (Figure 4.9B). An increase in boundary reflection prevents AMPARs from
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Figure 4.7: Schematic representation of model spine and distribu-
tion of scaffold elements.
(A) Scaffold element position within the PSD drawn from a Annular distri-
bution (see ’Methods’ for details).
(B) Scaffold element position within the PSD drawn from a Patch distribu-
tion (see ’Methods’ for details).
(C) Scaffold element position within the PSD drawn from a Uniform distri-
bution (see ’Methods’ for details).
Scale bar is 500 nm.
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Figure 4.8: Effect of scaffold distribution on time course of receptor
capture.
Time course of AMPAR capture to the PSD for different distributions of
scaffold molecules.
Red +, uniform; Green x, annular; Blue *, patch.
Parameters used found in Table 4.1.

diffusing out of the PSD again once they enter the PSD area. Modulation of

AMPAR confinement within the PSD does affect the time course of receptor

capture to the PSD from the onset of the measurement.

4.7 Release Location of AMPARs

Intracellular pools of receptors, exocytosed during LTP induction, have also

been proposed as the source of AMPARs for LTP expression. The site of

AMPAR exocytosis has not been determined yet. Both the appearance of

AMPARs by exocytosis peripheral to the PSD and entry from the spine neck

is modelled by changing the starting location of AMPARs (Figure 4.10).

Exocytosis peripheral to the PSD is modelled by releasing 3 batches of AM-

PARs (containing 18, 18 and 19 receptors respectively), from 3 point sources

a distance of 583.95 nm from the PSD centre, corresponding to a point half

way between the edge of the PSD and the point of contact with the spine

neck (Figure 4.10B). The entrance of AMPARs into the spine via the spine

neck is modelled by placing the AMPARs uniformly on an annulus 872.5 nm

from the PSD centre, corresponding the point of contact with the spine neck
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Figure 4.9: Effect of confinement on time course of receptor capture.
(A) Time course of receptor capture by the scaffold for a range of reflection
probabilities (ΨPSD exit = {0.0, 0.1, 0.2,...,1}). Red +, 0; Green x, 0.1; Blue
*, 0.2; Purple ◻, 0.3; Cyan ∎, 0.4; Red ◯, 0.5; Yellow ●, 0.6; Blue △, 0.7;
Orange ▲, 0.8;Green ▽, 0.9; Blue ▼, 1.
(B) Time of half saturation as a function of reflection probability.
Parameters used found in Table 4.1.

(Figure 4.10C). The effect of the different release locations can be seen in

Figure 4.11. The initial rate of receptor capture for point released AMPAR

is higher than both the receptors released uniformly in the ESM and recep-

tors released in an annulus around the PSD. This is likely due to the starting

location of the point released AMPARs being closer to the PSD. On average

the uniform and annulus released AMPAR need to diffuse through more ESM

to reach the PSD.

4.8 Methods

4.8.1 Simulation Execution

Receptor movement in the synaptic spine was simulated using the Meredys sim-

ulation software (Available at: http://www.ebi.ac.uk/compneur-srv/meredys.html).

All simulations were run on a Centos 4.2 Linux LSF Cluster. The individual

hosts used were a mixture of 32bit and 64bit machines. The cluster contains

approximately 470 CPU cores across 130 machines. Each run simulated the

movement of receptors across the dendritic spine membrane. The parameters
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Figure 4.10: Schematic representation of model spine and release
location of AMPAR.
(A) AMPAR release location within the ESM drawn from a Uniform distri-
bution (see ’Methods’ for details).
(B) AMPAR release location within the ESM from 3 point-sources (583.95
nm from the PSD centre) (see ’Methods’ for details).
(C) AMPAR release location within the ESM from an annulus around the
PSD (872.5 nm from the PSD centre) (see ’Methods’ for details).
Scale bar is 500 nm.
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Figure 4.11: Effect of release location of AMPAR on time course of
capture.
Time course of AMPAR capture to the PSD for different release locations
for AMPAR molecules.
Red +, uniform; Green x, annulus; Blue *, point-source.
Parameters used found in Table 4.1.

for the ’prototypical’ reference model are outlined in table 4.1. Each change

in a parameter from the reference model as indicated in the text was tested

with a simulation series. A simulation series consisted of a total of at least 30

individual simulations. The random number generator of the simulation soft-

ware was seeded with a different values for each simulation. Results obtained

were averaged over the number of simulations in a series. Each simulation

was run for at least 5∗106 iterations, and each iteration had a step length of

1 µs, amounting to a total simulated time of at least 5 s. Output was cap-

tured in text files analysed with Perl scripts. The NeuroML input files of the

reference model for Meredys used for the simulation can be downloaded from

the Meredys website (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/compneur-srv/meredys.html).
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4.8.2 Calculation of Reaction Rates

The Smoldyn algorithm used in Meredys requires reaction rates to be sup-

plied by the user. The algorithm uses the supplied reaction rate and time

step length, as well as the reacting molecules diffusion coefficient to in order

to determine an appropriate binding radius, σ (Andrews and Bray, 2004).

The previously described model requires input reaction rates for (i) a con-

stant diffusion coefficient (D = 0.45 µm2/s) with a range of binding radii

(σ = [0.1 nm,1 nm]), and (ii) a constant binding radius (σ = 0.5 nm) with

a range of diffusion coefficients (D = [0.1 µm2/s,1 µm2/s]). These rates are

calculated from the desired binding radius, the step length and the diffusion

coefficients of the interacting entities by in-house developed software utilis-

ing the Smoldyn algorithm. Tables 4.2 & 4.3 show the input rates and the

resulting binding radius.

Table 4.2: Reaction rates and binding radii for diffusion coefficient D =
0.45 µm2/s

Reaction Rate (in Ms−1) Binding radius (in nm)
2550 0.1
20300 0.2
67300 0.3
154000 0.4
289000 0.5
473000 0.6
700000 0.7
963000 0.8
1253000 0.9
1590000 1

4.8.3 Determination of MSD plot

The two-dimensional mean squared displacement (MSD) for an ensemble of

particles at each time step was determined as follows:

MSD(t) = 1

N

N

∑
i=1

[(xi(t) − xi(0))2 + (yi(t) − yi(0))2] (4.4)

Where (xi(0), yi(0) is a particles initial position, and (xi(t), yi(t) is a parti-

cles position at time t. N is the total number of particles and i is the particle

index.
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Table 4.3: Reaction rates and diffusion coefficient for binding radius σ =
0.5 nm

Reaction Rate (in Ms−1) Diffusion Coefficient (in µm2/s)
185000 0.1
245000 0.2
271000 0.3
285000 0.4
293000 0.5
298000 0.6
301000 0.7
303000 0.8
306000 0.9
307000 1

4.8.4 Construction of the Trace

The trace of a molecule within the membrane was constructed from simula-

tion output file using in-house built software for converting Meredys position

output information into a trace file: TraceMaker. The program takes the

position of a particle for successive iteration steps and connects them with

straight lines. (TraceMaker is available at: http://www.ebi.ac.uk/compneur-

srv/meredys.html).

4.8.5 Distribution of Molecules in the Membrane

Each scaffold entity initial placement in the PSD was determined as follows:

Uniform Distribution: Polar coordinates for the position of the entity in

the simulation volume where created by drawing two random numbers, R

and Φ from U(0,1) and U(0,2π), respectively and transformed into Cartesian

coordinates by x = cos(φ) ∗√
r ∗ radiuspsd and y = sin(φ) ∗√

r ∗ radiuspsd

Annular Distribution: The PSD disk was divided into 5 concentric circles

each of thickness radiusPSD

5 . Each segment had a probability associated with

it of a receptor being placed within it determined from the experimental data

of Kharazia & Weinberg (Kharazia and Weinberg, 1997). The scaffold enti-

ties are placed uniformly (see above) within each segment.

Patch Distribution: The PSD was composed of 5 disks of radius 96 nm,

corresponding to the confinement radius measured in active synapses (Ehlers

et al., 2007), arranged as a pentagon, with the centres of the disks 194.4 nm
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from the centre of the PSD. Receptors were placed as for the Uniform dis-

tribution above. Receptors that did not fall into any of the 5 disks were

replaced.

AMPAR entity initial placement in the ESM area was determined as

follows:

Uniform Source: Each Entity Cartesian coordinates where determined by

drawing X and Y from U(-Simulationsize
2 , Simulationsize

2 ). The distance of (x,y)

from the origin was calculated and if found to be less than radiusPSD, the

point was discarded and a new pair of random numbers created.

Annular Source: Polar coordinates for the position of the each entity in

the simulation volume where created by drawing one random number, Φ

from U(0,2π). Coordinates where transformed into Cartesian coordinates by

x = cos(φ)∗dfull and y = sin(φ)∗dfull Where dfull is 872.5 nm from the PSD

centre, corresponding the point of contact with the spine neck.

Point Source: Three point sources where randomly determined by drawing

one random number, Φ from U(0,2π). Coordinates where transformed into

Cartesian coordinates by x = cos(φ)∗dhalf and y = sin(φ)∗dhalf Where dhalf

is 583.95 nm from the PSD centre, corresponding to a point half way between

the edge of the PSD and the point of contact with the spine neck. The first

two points determined the initial position of 18 AMPAR and the last point

determined the position of 19 AMPAR.

4.8.6 Determination of the Time Step Length

The accuracy of Brownian Dynamics based simulators of chemical reactions

is depended on the chosen time step length of the iteration step (Stiles and

Bartol, 2001). In the case of the bi-molecular reaction algorithm devised

by Andrews and Bray, the authors of Smoldyn present a practical heuristic

to allow the determination of an acceptable time step length (Andrews and

Bray, 2004). Simulations are run with a trial time step at first instance. The

simulations are then repeated using a time step half as long as the initial time

step. Error within the simulation run decrease monotonically with decreasing

time steps. If no significant differences are found between the results obtained

using the two different time steps, the longer time step is sufficient. Time

steps tested were 1 µs, 0.5 µs, and 0.25 µs. A time step length of 1 µs was

found to be sufficient (see figure 4.12).
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Figure 4.12: Time step length determination via rule-of-thumb test.
Time steps tested were 1 µs, 0.5 µs, and 0.25 µs.
Red +, 0.25 µs; Green x, 0.5 µs; Blue *, 1 µs.
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Chapter 5

Effect of Receptor Diffusion on
Glutamate Signalling

A good model can advance
fashion by ten years.

Yves Saint-Laurent

An increase in glutamate receptor number at the synapse does not nec-

essarily lead to an increase in postsynaptic signal elucidated by glutamate.

The interaction of glutamate and AMPAR, and the resulting effect on the

conductance of the synaptic membrane, is affected by many factors, and can

vary even within a single synapse (Bekkers et al., 1990). Previous models

suggest that receptor position and distribution can have a greater effect on

the glutamate-evoked signal than receptor number alone (Wahl et al., 1996;

Franks et al., 2003; Raghavachari and Lisman, 2004). In a model of gluta-

mate signalling, as detailed in this chapter, glutamate is released, diffuses

across the synaptic cleft and binds to AMPAR which open their channels

and create the postsynaptic signal, the EPSC. A kinetic scheme for AMPAR

opening previously reported (Jonas et al., 1993) is implemented. As these

kinetic constants were measured at room-temperature the values of the con-

stants retrieved from the literature are converted to their body-temperature

equivalent values. We use the model to show that newly incorporated re-

ceptors contribute to the glutamate signal very early on in the incorporation

process. The newly incorporated receptors’ participation to the glutamate

evoked signal increases as receptors accumulate at the synapse. The distance

of newly incorporated receptors from the glutamate release site is quanti-
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fied. As a corollary, the model is used to show how different experimentally-

observed distributions of receptors at the synapse affect the scaling of the

signal with increasing numbers of receptors. Although overall response am-

plitude is increased for receptors distributed according to observations made

by Kharazia and Weinberg (Kharazia and Weinberg, 1997), both Kharazia-

like distributed receptors and uniformly distributed receptors appear to scale

linearly with the number of receptors present at the synapse.

5.1 The Model of Glutamate Signalling

The model used to describe glutamate signalling within the synapse includes

the glutamate release site, the synaptic cleft, and the postsynaptic mem-

brane including AMPARs (see figure 5.1). What follows is a description of

a reference model used as the prototype for the subsequent construction of

specific models (see Appendix C for the NeuroML code). The various param-

eter values used in the reference model are given in table 5.3. The synapse

is modelled as a cuboid of length 700 nm, depth 700 nm and height 22.5 nm.

The ’floor’ of the cuboid corresponds to the postsynaptic membrane area,

and the ’ceiling’ of the cuboid corresponds to the presynaptic bouton. The

volume of the cuboid represents the synaptic cleft. Glutamate molecules are

released from a point source 1 nm below the centre point of the cuboid ceiling.

Previous models have shown that point-source release of glutamate is a good

model for the release of glutamate through a fusion pore (Raghavachari and

Lisman, 2004). Glutamate molecule boundary interaction with the ’floor’

and ’ceiling’ of the simulation volume is reflective. The remaining simula-

tion volume walls follow absorbing boundary conditions, simulating diffusion

of glutamate molecules out of the synaptic cleft and subsequent absorption

by surrounding cells. Diffusion out of the synaptic cleft appears to be the

main mechanism of glutamate removal (Wahl et al., 1996). The postsynap-

tic membrane area contains a circular membrane domain demarcating the

PSD. AMPAR entities are randomly distributed within the PSD region with

coordinates drawn from a uniform distribution. For the reference model, the

number of AMPARs present in the PSD is N = 100, which is in accordance

with previous estimates (Nusser et al., 1998). AMPARs are considered static

entities within the PSD, representing a pool of receptors linked to scaffold

elements in the PSD. The radius of the PSD is given by rPSD, and the surface

area is APSD. The PSD is placed into the centre of the simulated postsynap-
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the signalling model.
The model includes the PSD (yellow circle), a glutamate release site (blue
cone) and AMPARs distributed within the PSD (orange cylinders).
The length and depth of the cuboid is 700 nm and the height is 22.5 nm. AM-
PARs (N = 100) are uniformly distributed within the PSD (r = 295.4 nm).
Glutamate molecules (N = 4000) are released from a point source opposite
the centre of the PSD.

tic membrane, the centre of the PSD membrane domain being located at the

simulation volume origin of coordinate (0,0,0). The viscosity of the synaptic

cleft is chosen such that the diffusion coefficient for glutamate, Dglu, matches

previous estimates of 0.2 µm2/ms (Franks et al., 2002).

To measure the effect of glutamate release on postsynaptic receptors, a

kinetic model of AMPARs is required, detailing binding of glutamate, as well

as channel opening and channel desensitisation. The kinetic scheme of the

AMPAR channel and accompanying rate constants (see figure 5.2) are taken

from Jonas et al. (Jonas et al., 1993). The kinetic constants determined by

Jonas et al. are based on experiments performed at 25o Celsius. Values are

brought to their 37o Celsius equivalent by applying a Q10 temperature coeffi-

cient of 3.0 as described in Wahl et al. (Wahl et al., 1996)(see Equation 5.1).

Q10 = (R2

R1

)
10

T2−T1 (5.1)

Where R is the rate, and T is the temperature in Celsius. The original and

converted kinetic constants are show in table 5.1.

Figure 5.3 compares the time course of AMPAR channel opening follow-

ing a release of glutamate using both sets of kinetic constants outlined in

table 5.1. An ensemble average of a signalling simulation series is used to

calculate the time-course of receptor opening. A total of 4000 glutamate

molecules is released at time zero and allowed to diffuse across the synaptic

cleft (Riveros et al., 1986). The number of open AMPARs is measured at

each time step. The time course of the ensemble average using the kinetic

constants reported in Jonas et al. (green trace) displays a 10% - 90% rise
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Figure 5.2: Kinetic scheme of the AMPAR.
Rate constants used were determined by Jonas et al. (Jonas et al., 1993) and
are found in table 5.1.
Naming convention of the states match those jound in Jonas et al..
Two glutamate molecules need to be bound for the channel to switch to the
open state (C2 to O).
Desensitization can occur from the single-bound, closed-channel;double-
bound, closed-channel; or double-bound, open channel state (C3, C4, C5).

time of 0.24 ms (20% - 80% rise time 0.15 ms) and a Po,max of 0.24 similar to

results reported in previous models (Wahl et al., 1996). In comparison, the

time course of the ensemble average using the temperature adjusted kinetic

constants show a 10% - 90% rise time of 0.09 ms (20% - 80% rise time 0.06 ms)

and a Po,max of 0.57, also is in agreement with previous models (Wahl et al.,

1996; Raghavachari and Lisman, 2004) as well as experimental measurements

taken close to body temperature (Magee and Cook, 2000).

These results shows that the model can simulate glutamate signalling

effectively, comparing well with published results for both previous models

and laboratory experiments.

5.2 AMPA Receptor Capture during Gluta-

mate Release

The previous chapter showed that diffusion and incorporation of AMPAR can

rapidly increase the number of receptors within the PSD. However, the early

incorporation of receptors may not immediately translate into an increase

in EPSC strength. It has been pointed out that the majority of receptors

activated during an EPSC are done so by an initial ’spike’ of glutamate

concentration close to the glutamate release site (Raghavachari and Lisman,
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of temperature adjusted rate constants with
original rate constants
Signal amplitude, rise time, and decay are increased for the response when
the temperature adjusted rate constants are used.
Green , Rate constants of Jonas et al.; Red, temperature adjusted rate con-
stants
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Table 5.1: Kinetic constants for AMPAR
Symbol Original Value (Jonas et al., 1993) Temperature adjusted value (Q10 = 3.0)
k+1 4.59 ∗ 106 M−1s−1 23.85 ∗ 106 M−1s−1

k−1 4.26 ∗ 103 s−1 22.14 ∗ 103 s−1

k+2 28.4 ∗ 106 M−1s−1 147.57 ∗ 106 M−1s−1

k−2 3.26 ∗ 103 s−1 16.94 ∗ 103 s−1

k+3 1.27 ∗ 106 M−1s−1 6.6 ∗ 106 M−1s−1

k−3 45.7 s−1 237.46 s−1

α 4.24 ∗ 103 s−1 22.03 ∗ 103 s−1

β 900 s−1 4676.54 s−1

α1 2.89 ∗ 103 s−1 15.02 ∗ 103 s−1

β1 39.2 s−1 203.69 s−1

α2 172 s−1 893.74 s−1

β2 0.727 s−1 3.78 s−1

α3 17.7 s−1 91.97 s−1

β3 4.0 s−1 20.78 s−1

α4 16.8 s−1 87.3 s−1

β4 190.4 s−1 989.35 s−1

2004). In addition, spacing between receptors has a marked effect on the

height of the signal - as the spacing between receptors increases, the height

of the response drops (Wahl et al., 1996). It is expected that the accumulation

of receptors occurs first at the periphery of the PSD, as the scaffold elements

present there are first encountered by a diffusing AMPAR upon reaching the

synapse. As a consequence, the effect of this incorporation on the EPSC

needs to be further investigated.

In order to see how the accumulation of receptors over time affects the re-

ceptor signal elucidated by glutamate a compound model is created compris-

ing AMPAR incorporation into the PSD with glutamate release and binding

to synaptic AMPAR. Figure 5.4 shows an overview of the compound model.

Firstly, an incorporation model simulation is run simulating 100 ms of re-

ceptor diffusion by Brownian motion within the dendritic membrane. The

model includes mobile receptors (N=55), starting uniformly distributed in

the ESM, static receptors (N=100), uniformly distributed within the PSD,

and scaffold elements (N=55), also uniformly distributed in the PSD. Follow-

ing the simulation, the state (i.e. position and feature state) of the mobile

receptors within the simulation is taken at the time point following 90 ms

of diffusion. The states of these receptors, in addition to the states of the
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Create input files for
AMPARM, AMPARS,scaffold

Incorporation model 
Simulation
(100 ms)

Retrieve AMPARM 
position within 

synapse
(@ 90 ms)

Create input files for
AMPARM, AMPARS,scaffold

Signalling model 
Simulation

(10 ms)

Retrieve AMPARS

state

Retrieve position and 
state of remaining 

AMPAR 
(@ 100 ms)

Combine and 
repeat

Figure 5.4: Outline of compound model.
The model includes both simulation of receptor incorporation and simulation
of glutamate signalling.

static receptors and scaffold elements, are used as input for a signalling model

simulation. If a mobile receptor is found bound to a scaffold element, the

receptor is added to the immobile pool of receptors and removed from the

pool of mobile receptors. The affected scaffold element is removed from the

pool of scaffold elements.

The signalling model simulation simulates 10 ms of the glutamate signal.

At the end of the signalling simulation, the state of the synaptic receptors

is noted and merged with the state of the remaining receptors, taken from

the output at the end of the preceding incorporation simulation. The whole

procedure is then repeated.

Figure 5.5 shows percentage contribution of newly incorporated recep-

tors to the glutamate evoked signal at 100 ms intervals. As more new re-

ceptors are incorporated to the synapse over time, the contribution of the

newly incorporated receptors to the glutamate signal increases. By the time

of half-saturation, between 700-800 ms, the new receptors account for over

20% of the glutamate signal. Table 5.2 shows the average lateral distance

of newly incorporated receptors which participate in signal generation from
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Figure 5.5: Percentage contribution of new receptors to synaptic
signal.
An ensemble average of a simulation series is used to calculate the percentage
contribution of newly incorporated receptors to the synaptic signal.
The graph shows new receptors that are open at the peak response as a
percentage of the total number of receptors open at the peak response.

the glutamate release site. The average distance of newly incorporated re-

ceptors decreases as more receptors are incorporated to the synapse. This is

presumably because binding sites closer to the edge of the PSD are first to

capture mobile receptors.

5.3 Effect of Increase in Receptor Number on

AMPAR Activation

As a corollary to the effect of geometric parameters on the development of

the EPSC, the effect of increasing the number of receptors on the EPSC

for different receptor distributions is analysed. Previous models predict that

AMPAR activation scales linearly with receptor number for uniformly dis-

tributed receptors (Franks et al., 2002). However, distribution of receptors

has been shown to affect peak response amplitude. Franks et al. analysed

the effect of different shaped PSDs using stylised distributions of receptors

and found differences in the response amplitude (Franks et al., 2003).
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Table 5.2: Lateral distance of newly incorporated AMPAR from glutamate
release site

Time point Mean distance
100 ms 223.4 + / − 63.29 nm
200 ms 224.5 + / − 60.77 nm
300 ms 221.5 + / − 63.35 nm
400 ms 220.9 + / − 63.35 nm
500 ms 220.1 + / − 62.9 nm
600 ms 219.2 + / − 64.18 nm
700 ms 217.9 + / − 64.63 nm
800 ms 214.7 + / − 67.08 nm

In order to test whether the signal evoked by glutamate scales differently

with increasing number of AMPAR for different distributions of AMPAR at

the synapse, simulation series are run with increasing numbers of receptors

for two distinct distributions of receptors. The two distributions tested are

(a) receptors uniformly distributed in the PSD, and (b) receptors following

a Kharazia-type distribution (see figure 4.7 for a graphic representation of

the above distributions). The ensemble averages of each simulation series are

calculated and the number of channels open at the peak response is plotted

against the total number of receptors present at the synapse (see figure 5.6).

The number of channels open at the peak of the response increases linearly

with the total number of receptors present at the synapse for both distribu-

tions of receptors tested. In addition, both have similar time of peak (a:

0.16 ms, b: 0.16 ms) and 10% - 90% rise time (a: 0.09 ms, b: 0.08 ms). The

open probability was higher for receptors following the distribution (b)(a:

Po,max = 0.45, b: Po,max = 0.58), but remained constant for each increase in

receptor number. The graph shows that only a small number of additional

receptors need to be added to the synapse for the required increase in signal

as observed following LTP induction. Over the range of receptor numbers

tested this increase was linear.
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Figure 5.6: Effect of receptor number on AMPAR activation.
The number of channels open at the peak of the response for an increasing
number of receptors present at the synapse is shown for two experimentally-
observed distributions of receptors at the PSD.
Red +, uniform distribution; Green x, Kharazia-type distribution;

5.4 Methods

5.4.1 Simulation Execution

Glutamate signalling in the synaptic spine was simulated using the Meredys sim-

ulation software described in Chapter 3 (Available at: http://www.ebi.ac.uk/compneur-

srv/meredys.html). All simulations were run on a Centos 4.2 Linux LSF

Cluster. The individual hosts used were a mixture of 32bit and 64bit ma-

chines. The cluster contains approximately 470 CPU cores across 130 ma-

chines. Each signalling run simulated the release of glutamate, diffusion

across the synaptic cleft and interaction with glutamate receptors. The pa-

rameters for the ’prototypical’ reference model are outlined in table 5.3. Ad-

justments to the reference model are indicated in the relevant sections. A

simulation series, consisting of a total of at least 20 individual simulations,

was used to determine the ensemble average behaviour of the system. The

random number generator of the simulation software was seeded with a dif-

ferent value for each simulation. Results obtained were averaged over the

number of simulations in a series. Each simulation was run for at least

4 ∗ 105 iterations, and each iteration had a step length of 5 ns, amounting

to a total simulated time of at least 2 ms. Output was captured in text files
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analysed with Perl scripts. The NeuroML input files of the reference model

for Meredys used for the simulation can be downloaded from the Meredys

website (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/compneur-srv/meredys.html).
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Figure 5.7: Time step length determination via rule-of-thumb test.
Time steps tested were 10 ns, 5 ns, 2.5 ns, and 1.25 ns.
Red , 10 ns; Green , 5 ns; Blue , 2.5 ns; Purple , 1.25 ns.

5.4.2 Distribution of Molecules in the Membrane

The distribution of molecules in the membrane (scaffold molecules and re-

ceptors ) is outlined in the previous chapter (Section 4.8.5).

5.4.3 Determination of the Time Step Length

As in the previous chapter, the correct time step for the signalling simulations

was determined using the “rule-of-thumb test” (Andrews and Bray, 2004).

The time steps lengths tested were 10 ns, 5 ns, 2.5 ns and 1.25 ns. A time

step length of 5 ns was found to be sufficient (see figure 5.7).
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Do not quench your inspiration
and your imagination; do not
become the slave of your model.

Vincent Van Gogh

Meredys is a stochastic, particle-based software designed to simulate reaction-

diffusion systems at the mesoscopic level. The biological system described

in Chapter 1 falls within the category of reaction-diffusion systems for which

Meredys was created. Molecular biological species, such as receptor ion-

channels, diffuse within the extra-synaptic membrane or the synaptic mem-

brane, interact temporarily with scaffolding molecules and ligands, and main-

tain internal states which influence their function, such as an open or closed

channel. The algorithms and software routines described in Chapter 3 pro-

vide for all of these properties. Molecular composition and states are main-

tained for each simulated molecular species within the simulation. The ran-

dom walk algorithm effectively models the diffusion of molecular species in

two- and three-dimensions. The random walk is influenced by the diffusion

landscape the moving cluster operates in. The membrane diffusion landscape

can further be subdivided into domains such as the extrasynaptic or synaptic

membrane. Meredys offers algorithms for simulating uni-molecular reactions,

such as receptor-channel state changes, and bimolecular reactions, such as

ligand binding reactions, as well as zeroth-order reactions to model creation

processes without the need to fully specify all of the entities involved in the

creation process. In the case of binding reactions between two molecular

species, Meredys allows for the control of the geometry of the interaction.
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Additionally, interacting partners maintain their identities throughout the

interaction.

In the present study Meredys is used to create a biophysical realistic model

to investigate the effect of AMPAR movement in the glutamate synapse dur-

ing the initial phase of LTP expression. The effect of AMPAR diffusion pa-

rameters, and PSD scaffold composition and geometry, on the incorporation

of receptors into the PSD is analysed. Further, the effect of receptor incorpo-

ration into the synapse on the post-synaptic signal is examined. The model

system incorporates AMPARs diffusing in the membrane, scaffold proteins

- capable of binding AMPARs - distributed within the PSD, and glutamate

release from postsynaptic stores and interacting with membrane receptors.

Knowledge of the distribution of receptors within the synaptic membrane

(Kharazia and Weinberg, 1997; Masugi-Tokita et al., 2007) is used in the

construction of the models. The diffusive behaviour of AMPARs, as observed

in particle-tracking experiments (Tardin et al., 2003), is also incorporated in

the models. None of the models of AMPAR diffusion to date have probed the

effect of the different distributions of scaffold elements on the incorporation of

AMPARs at the synapse. Yet, theoretical models have shown that the place-

ment of traps can affect the rate of diffusion-limited processes substantially

(Riley et al., 1995).

The model and accompanying simulation results support the hypothesis

that AMPARs can come from the pool of extrasynaptic receptors to cause

LTP expression within the allotted time and by random diffusion alone. For

the range of measured diffusion coefficient and a range of binding radii, AM-

PARs can accumulate within the PSD within the time frame of LTP ex-

pression (Petersen et al., 1998). The response of the model to changes in

the ratio of scaffold elements to AMPARs, different initial distributions of

both scaffold elements within the PSD and AMPARs within the ESM, and

a change in the confinement of AMPARs to the PSD area is analysed. The

time of half-saturation, t1/2, is used as a measure of the speed of binding. It

is dependent on the diffusion coefficient of the receptors, the binding radius

of the receptor-scaffold interaction, the number of interacting components,

as well as the average initial distance of the receptors from the scaffold ele-

ments. This distance, in turn, is dependent on the receptor and the scaffold

initial distributions.

AMPAR movement in the PSD is thought to be affected mainly by two

factors: (i) interaction with scaffold molecules, and (ii) entrance/exit rates of
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receptors to/from the PSD. The exact nature of the protein responsible for

anchoring AMPARs to the PSD during LTP induction remains elusive. The

search is made more complicated by the difficulty in differentiating between

molecules responsible for targeting AMPARs to the PSD as compared to

molecules responsible for maintaining AMPARs at the PSD (Choquet and

Triller, 2003). Either may also be different for different AMPAR subtypes

(Malinow and Malenka, 2002), or may not even bind to AMPARs at all,

but to their auxiliary proteins instead (Elias and Nicoll, 2007; Bats et al.,

2007). As a consequence, it is difficult to estimate the affinity of AMPARs

for scaffold elements, or the density and distribution of scaffold proteins in

the PSD. Several plausible models are considered in this study.

The model system uses the binding radius, the maximum distance two

molecules can approach each other before reacting, as a measure of the affin-

ity of AMPARs for the scaffold binding molecules, as detailed by Andrews

and Bray (Andrews and Bray, 2004). The binding radius is derived from

Smoluchowski’s theory for reaction rates (v. Smoluchowski, 1916), and in

the algorithm is calculated from the reactants’ diffusion coefficients, the re-

action’s experimental reaction rate, and the Brownian Dynamics algorithm’s

step length. For diffusion limited reactions this is equal to the sum of the

molecular radii of the interacting components (Andrews and Bray, 2004). As

the exact nature of the protein-protein interaction trapping AMPARs at the

synapse is unknown and experimental reaction rates are missing, a range of

possible binding radii is tested. All the radii fit into a biological meaningful

range. The results indicate that for all the binding radii tested incorporation

still proceeds rapidly within the seconds range (figure 4.5). Whether, and

how, an LTP induction stimulus can rapidly regulate the anchor sites re-

mains to be determined. A likely model is that anchor molecules are already

present at the synapse, and “activated” by the rise in Ca2+ brought about by

Ca2+ influx through the NMDAR. Such a model would be consistent with the

observed decrease in receptor mobility following Ca2+ un-caging (Borgdorff

and Choquet, 2002).

Rates of reactions in the above system also depend on the diffusion coef-

ficient of the reacting entities. The effect of the AMPAR diffusion coefficient

on the time course of receptor incorporation are seen in figure 4.5. Factors

influencing the diffusion coefficient of a protein in a membrane include the

radius of the proteins membrane spanning region and the viscosity of the

membrane, among other factors (see Equation 3.3). A number of diffusion
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coefficients have been measured for AMPARs within the neuronal plasma

membrane using single-molecule fluorescent microscopy (Tardin et al., 2003),

possibly reflecting the heterogeneity of the lipid environment in the neuronal

membrane (Hering et al., 2003), as well as the association of AMPARs with

other membrane spanning proteins (Bats et al., 2007).

A number of possible distributions for AMPARs at the PSD, ranging from

uniform (Nusser et al., 1994) to annular (Kharazia and Weinberg, 1997) or

patchy (Masugi-Tokita et al., 2007), have been determined. The exact ultra-

structure of the PSD has not been determined, but presumably the observed

distribution of AMPARs reveals the underlying distribution of AMPAR bind-

ing scaffold proteins in the PSD. As the placement of traps in different spatial

arrangements can have a substantial effect on the rate of diffusion-limited

processes, such as the diffusion to capture (Riley et al., 1995), all of the

above distributions are tested. The distribution of scaffold molecules within

the PSD has little effect on the time course of receptor capture (Figure 4.8).

Although the annular distribution displays a slightly slower rate after an ini-

tial period, this is most likely due to the larger number of receptors closer to

the edge of the PSD domain in the uniform and patch distribution compared

to the annular distribution. Regardless of distribution, scaffold elements do

saturate rapidly.

In the model, corralled diffusion within the PSD area is examined. The

restriction to diffusion is unidirectional only, with AMPARs allowed to enter

the PSD area but restricted in exit from the PSD. This restriction localises

the AMPARs to the PSD and hence in the vicinity of the scaffold molecules.

The effect of the PSD corral on the incorporation of receptors is noticeable

for the duration of the measurements, with a more secure corral leading to

an increase in the initial rate of receptor incorporation, as well as a lower t1/2.

Whether a similar mechanism is utilised in vivo remains to be seen. Receptors

have been shown to undergo confined diffusion (Tardin et al., 2003; Renner

et al., 2008) once they enter the synapse. Even the synapse itself appears

to contain subdomains (Ehlers et al., 2007). The exact reason for this is

as yet unknown, though models suggest that synaptic strength can vary

strongly depending on the correlation of postsynaptic receptor placement

and presynaptic glutamate release (Raghavachari and Lisman, 2004; Franks

et al., 2003). It should be noted that the experimental data for AMPAR

diffusion does not allow for the differentiation between confined diffusion

and obstacle-impeded diffusion (Kusumi et al., 1993). Although the above
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model assumes diffusion within a corral, both processes probably influence

synaptic AMPAR diffusion in vivo.

The source of the AMPARs required for LTP expression may be receptors

present in intracellular stores (Lledo et al., 1998; Shi et al., 1999). However,

the locus of receptor exocytosis has not yet been determined. Various meth-

ods used have placed the location of exocytosis into the spine but peripheral

to the PSD (Passafaro et al., 2001), in the dendrite close to the spine but not

the spine itself (Yudowski et al., 2007), or at the nerve-cell body (Adesnik

et al., 2005). All of these scenarios require the AMPARs to translocate to

the PSD. The latter two depend on AMPARs entering the spine through the

spine neck. If the spine neck can act as a diffusion barrier (Ashby et al.,

2006) then this may require the utilisation of motor proteins accounting for

the observation that myosin Va is required for AMPAR insertion into the

synapse (Correia et al., 2008). In either case, the release location of AM-

PARs affects the time-course of receptor incorporation. Exocytosis closer to

the PSD greatly increases the initial rate of receptor capture to the PSD.

The rates for the three release distributions tested converge as the remaining

receptors in each simulation series reach diffusional equilibrium.

The contribution of newly incorporated receptors to the glutamate evoked

signal is measured. It has been proposed that only a few extra open AM-

PARs may be necessary to increase the amplitude of the signal for LTP

(Raghavachari and Lisman, 2004). The same model suggests that 80% of

the current is carried by channels in a 240 nm diameter region around the

release site. The model presented in the previous chapter shows that re-

ceptors captured to the synapse following a diffusion/trap model are first

incorporated at peripheral binding sites within the PSD, assuming uniformly

distributed anchor molecules. It is conceivable that the sequestering of re-

ceptors by binding sites at the periphery of the PSD could lead to insufficient

proximity of newly acquired receptors to the glutamate release site for the

receptors to participate in the signal. However the model shows that distant

receptors still contribute to the glutamate signal. In addition, the model

suggests that newly acquired receptors contribute to the signal very early

on in the incorporation process. This observation is consistent with the idea

of extrasynaptic receptors acting as the source of new receptors during LTP

expression.

It is commonly accepted that the density of receptors at the postsynaptic

membrane is more important than the absolute number of receptors with
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regard to the elicited EPSC (Franks and Sejnowski, 2002). In the majority

of models to date, however, the distribution of receptors has always been

assumed to be uniform, despite experimental evidence that this may not be

the case (Kharazia and Weinberg, 1997; Masugi-Tokita et al., 2007) (but see

(Franks et al., 2003) for models including non-uniform distributed receptors).

Using experimentally observed distributions of receptors and comparing the

signal amplitude following glutamate release, reveals that the distribution

and clustering of receptors does affect the open probability of receptors, and

gives rise to different signal amplitudes, consistent with Franks et al. (Franks

et al., 2003). The signal amplitude scales linearly with increasing numbers

of receptors for the distributions tested. If, and how, neurones control the

positioning of receptors in the synapse, and hence the glutamate signal, is

still unclear. Receptor positioning is ultimately dependent on the exact ul-

trastructure of the PSD, which remains to be elucidated. The organisation

of scaffold elements, receptors, and associated proteins is likely to be more

complex than the previous model assumes.

Many questions remain to be answered, and as more data becomes avail-

able, the details of the model will change and be refined. The kinetics of the

interaction of receptors with scaffold proteins should be further investigated.

Anomalous diffusion has been observed for receptors diffusing in the synapse,

and attributed to confinement (Borgdorff and Choquet, 2002; Choquet and

Triller, 2003). However the causes of anomalous diffusion can be many and,

as previously mentioned, the available data does not point conclusively to

diffusion within a confined domain (Kusumi et al., 1993). Transient inter-

actions can lead to similar behaviour. Meredys can be used to address this

issue. Research suggests that the PSD itself may be divided into specific sub-

domains which impact on the glutamate evoked signal (Ehlers et al., 2007).

This division of the synapse into subcompartments requires more examina-

tion. Especially the organisation of receptors in a subdomain, how receptor

concentrations can be controlled at the level of the sub-domain, and the ef-

fect of subdomain correlation with the glutamate release site on the EPSC,

can be analysed using Meredys . Mobility of receptors within subdomain and

exchange between sub-domains, as well as exit and entrance from synapse are

clearly factors affecting the incorporation of receptors into the synapse and

the resulting increase in glutamate evoked current. Extensions to the above

models should include more detailed glutamate receptor kinetics. The model

implements the receptor kinetic scheme by Jonas et al. (Jonas et al., 1993).
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This model assumes only two glutamate binding sites for the AMPAR and a

single conductance state, yet experimental evidence suggests that the AM-

PAR contains four glutamate binding sites and numerous conductance states

(Rosenmund et al., 1998). This would clearly have an impact on glutamate

receptor interaction and the EPSC.

Computational modelling of biological systems is becoming an ever more

important part of biological research. Mesoscale models, where individual bi-

ological entities are represented, can overcome modelling pitfalls that other,

population-based modelling techniques are prone to. These include the spa-

tial heterogeneity of biological systems and computational complexity caused

by multiple molecular states. Particle-based models lend themselves well

to the investigation of systems containing a small number of entities. The

Monte-Carlo algorithms used during particle-based modelling conserve the

intrinsic stochastic nature of the process which is lost when using determin-

istic modelling approaches. The spatial resolution of particle models allows

exploration of subtle geometrical parameters. As a particle-based stochastic

simulator, Meredys is designed to model any kind of reactions in solution,

especially for analysing spatial features. As with all simulation engines avail-

able to the research community, Meredys is a perpetual work in progress.

There are many additional features that can be added to the current version.

Examples include allowing for run-time alterations in rate constants, simulat-

ing, for example, changes in receptor affinity brought about by factors which

do not need to be modelled explicitly. In addition, a feature allowing for

the removal of certain types of entities from the simulation during run-time

would enhance Meredys modelling capabilities. In the synapse model, for

example, the removal of glutamate could simulate the flushing of glutamate

from the synapse using buffer solution.

Although the paucity of quantitative data is a clear bottleneck and of-

ten frustrates attempts of building accurate molecular models, it should not

detract from well thought-through efforts. Basic models can be extended as

more biological data is acquired. Indeed, often these models are essential in

guiding traditional experiments to yield new insight. It is likely that mod-

elling software will become a routine part of the biologists’ toolbox within the

foreseeable future. Single particle-based modelling techniques offer users the

ability to create some of the most realistic models of biological systems and

as such it is imperative that development and improvement of single-particle

based simulation software continues.
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APPENDIX A
Schema of the software architecture of Meredys.

View component

Figure 1: View component. The View components works by utilising
the JDK supplied Observer API to allow updating of the view based on
changes to the observable - in this case the Model component. The Reporter
sub-component provides simple text output, whereas the Simulation Viewer
sub-component relies on Java3D for rendering of the system.

Controller component

Figure 2: Controller component. The Controller component takes user
input in the form of a Meredys-specific implementation of the NeuroML model
description language. The File Parser makes use of a large number of utility
classes capable of interpreting the various elements in the XML input file.
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Model component

Figure 3: Model component. The Simulated System class of the Model
component encompasses the various classes which control the ”domain logic”
of the software, that is the simulation engine itself. The JDK Observable
API is used to notify the View Component. The Object Factory creates the
various elements used in the simulation. The Randomizer provides pseudo-
random numbers for the simulation. Element classes describe the simulation
objects and the Brownian Dynamics engine drives the system.
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Simulated System

Figure 4: Simulated System Class Diagram. UML class diagram of the
Simulated System Class.
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Cluster-Entity-Particle Hierarchy

Figure 5: Cluster-Entity-Particle Hierarchy Class Diagram. UML
class diagram of the Cluster-Entity-Particle hierarchy.
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Reaction

Figure 6: Reaction Class Diagram. UML class diagram of the Reaction
Class.
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APPENDIX B: Incorporation Reference Model
Meredys XML files defining the Incorporation Reference Model described in chapter 4. For the sake of
space only 2 scaffold entities and 2 receptor entities are defined, rather than 55 each.

main.nml
<neuroml class="reader.XMLList">

<list>

<IncludeFile class="StringParameter" value="/WORKDIR/parameters.nml"/>

<IncludeFile class="StringParameter" value="/WORKDIR/landscapes.nml"/>

<IncludeFile class="StringParameter" value="/WORKDIR/boundaries.nml"/>

<IncludeFile class="StringParameter" value="/WORKDIR/reactions.nml"/>

<IncludeFile class="StringParameter" value="/WORKDIR/templates.nml"/>

<IncludeFile class="StringParameter" value="/WORKDIR/anchorPosition.nml"/>

<IncludeFile class="StringParameter" value="/WORKDIR/amparPosition.nml"/>

<IncludeFile class="StringParameter" value="/WORKDIR/rendering.nml"/>

<IncludeFile class="StringParameter" value="/WORKDIR/output.nml"/>

</list>

</neuroml>

parameters.nml
<neuroml class="reader.XMLList">

<list>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLParameters"

simulationSize="1.745415E-6"

stepSize="1.0E-6"

voxelSize="20"

seed="0"

runLength="5000000"

render="false"

capture="false"

stdout = "true"

outDir = ""

db = "false"/>

</list>

</neuroml>

landscapes.nml
<neuroml class="reader.XMLList">

<list>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLLandscape" id="above" type="above membrane" viscosity = "0.001"/>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLLandscape" id="below" type="below membrane" viscosity = "0.001"/>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLLandscape" id="MEMBRANE" type="membrane" viscosity = "0.951"/>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLLandscape" id="static" type="static" viscosity = "0.0"/>

</list>

</neuroml>

boundaries.nml
<neuroml class="reader.XMLList">

<list>

<boundary class="xmlobjects.XMLBoundary" id="wall">

<listOfBoundedDomains>

<boundedDomain class="StringParameter" value="VOLUME"/>

</listOfBoundedDomains>

<listOfBoundaryConditions>
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<boundaryCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFAttributeValuePair" attribute="periodic" value="1.0"/>

</listOfBoundaryConditions>

</boundary>

<boundary class="xmlobjects.XMLBoundary" id="psd_enter">

<listOfBoundedDomains>

<boundedDomain class="StringParameter" value="MEMBRANE"/>

<boundedDomain class="StringParameter" value="psd"/>

</listOfBoundedDomains>

<listOfBoundaryConditions>

<boundaryCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFAttributeValuePair" attribute="open" value="1.0"/>

<boundaryCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFAttributeValuePair" attribute="reflective" value="0.0"/>

</listOfBoundaryConditions>

</boundary>

<boundary class="xmlobjects.XMLBoundary" id="psd_exit">

<listOfBoundedDomains>

<boundedDomain class="StringParameter" value="psd"/>

<boundedDomain class="StringParameter" value="MEMBRANE"/>

</listOfBoundedDomains>

<listOfBoundaryConditions>

<boundaryCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFAttributeValuePair" attribute="open" value="1.0"/>

<boundaryCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFAttributeValuePair" attribute="reflective" value="0.0"/>

</listOfBoundaryConditions>

</boundary>

<membraneDomain class="xmlobjects.XMLMembraneDomain" id="psd" type="circle" viscosity="0.951" size="295.4E-9">

<coordinateX>

<coordinateX class="Float" value="0"/>

</coordinateX>

<coordinateZ>

<coordinateZ class="Float" value="0"/>

</coordinateZ>

</membraneDomain>

</list>

</neuroml>

reactions.nml
<neuroml class="reader.XMLList">

<list>

<reaction class="xmlobjects.XMLReaction"

type="bi"

id="bonding"

baseRate = "2.89e5">

<listOfReactants>

<reactant class="StringParameter" value="transSurface"/>

<reactant class="StringParameter" value="bondSurface"/>

</listOfReactants>

<listOfProducts>

<products class="StringParameter" value="ligBond"/>

</listOfProducts>

</reaction>

</list>

</neuroml>

templates.nml
<neuroml class="reader.XMLList">

<list>
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<list class="xmlobjects.XMLReactionSurfaceTemplate"

id="bondSurface"

reactionIds="bonding"/>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLReactionSurfaceTemplate"

id="transSurface"

reactionIds="bonding"/>

<bondTemplate class="xmlobjects.XMLBondTemplate" id="ligBond">

<listOfBondPartners>

<bondPartner class="StringParameter" value="transSurface"/>

<bondPartner class="StringParameter" value="bondSurface"/>

</listOfBondPartners>

</bondTemplate>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLParticleTemplate"

id="AMPAR_head"

landscapeId="MEMBRANE"

radius="5E-9"/>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLParticleTemplate"

id="AMPAR_link"

landscapeId="below"

radius="3E-9"

reactionSurfaceIds="transSurface">

<listOfXBondPoint>

<bondPointX class="Float" value="0"/>

<bondPointX class="Float" value="0"/>

<bondPointX class="Float" value="3E-9"/>

</listOfXBondPoint>

<listOfYBondPoint>

<bondPointY class="Float" value="3E-9"/>

<bondPointY class="Float" value="6E-9"/>

<bondPointY class="Float" value="3E-9"/>

</listOfYBondPoint>

<listOfZBondPoint>

<bondPointZ class="Float" value="0"/>

<bondPointZ class="Float" value="0"/>

<bondPointZ class="Float" value="0"/>

</listOfZBondPoint>

</list>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLParticleTemplate"

id="anchorP"

landscapeId="static"

radius="3E-9"

reactionSurfaceIds="bondSurface">

<listOfXBondPoint>

<bondPointX class="Float" value="0"/>

<bondPointX class="Float" value="0"/>

<bondPointX class="Float" value="3E-9"/>

</listOfXBondPoint>

<listOfYBondPoint>

<bondPointZ class="Float" value="3E-9"/>

<bondPointZ class="Float" value="6E-9"/>

<bondPointZ class="Float" value="3E-9"/>

</listOfYBondPoint>

<listOfZBondPoint>

<bondPointY class="Float" value="0"/>

<bondPointY class="Float" value="0"/>

<bondPointY class="Float" value="0"/>

</listOfZBondPoint>
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</list>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLEntityTemplate"

id="anchor"

particleTemplateIds="anchorP">

<particleTemplateCoordX>

<particleTemplateCoordX class="Float" value="0"/>

</particleTemplateCoordX>

<particleTemplateCoordY>

<particleTemplateCoordY class="Float" value="0"/>

</particleTemplateCoordY>

<particleTemplateCoordZ>

<particleTemplateCoordZ class="Float" value="0"/>

</particleTemplateCoordZ>

<particleTemplateOrientX>

<particleTemplateOrientX class="Float" value="1.0"/>

</particleTemplateOrientX>

<particleTemplateOrientY>

<particleTemplateOrientY class="Float" value="0.0"/>

</particleTemplateOrientY>

<particleTemplateOrientZ>

<particleTemplateOrientZ class="Float" value="0.0"/>

</particleTemplateOrientZ>

<particleTemplateOrientAngle>

<particleTemplateOrientAngle class="Float" value="0.0"/>

</particleTemplateOrientAngle>

</list>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLEntityTemplate"

id="AMPAR"

particleTemplateIds="AMPAR_head;AMPAR_link">

<particleTemplateCoordX>

<particleTemplateCoordX class="Float" value="0"/>

<particleTemplateCoordX class="Float" value="0"/>

</particleTemplateCoordX>

<particleTemplateCoordY>

<particleTemplateCoordY class="Float" value="0"/>

<particleTemplateCoordY class="Float" value="-5E-9"/>

</particleTemplateCoordY>

<particleTemplateCoordZ>

<particleTemplateCoordZ class="Float" value="0"/>

<particleTemplateCoordZ class="Float" value="0"/>

</particleTemplateCoordZ>

<particleTemplateOrientX>

<particleTemplateOrientX class="Float" value="0.0"/>

<particleTemplateOrientX class="Float" value="0.0"/>

</particleTemplateOrientX>

<particleTemplateOrientY>

<particleTemplateOrientY class="Float" value="0.0"/>

<particleTemplateOrientY class="Float" value="0.0"/>

</particleTemplateOrientY>

<particleTemplateOrientZ>

<particleTemplateOrientZ class="Float" value="1.0"/>

<particleTemplateOrientZ class="Float" value="1.0"/>

</particleTemplateOrientZ>

<particleTemplateOrientAngle>

<particleTemplateOrientAngle class="Float" value="0.0"/>

<particleTemplateOrientAngle class="Float" value="0.0"/>

</particleTemplateOrientAngle>

</list>

</list>

</neuroml>
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anchorPosition.nml
<neuroml class="reader.XMLList">

<list>

<Entity class="xmlobjects.XMLEntity"

id="anchor_0"

templateId="anchor"

centreOfMassX="-192.030481451861E-9"

centreOfMassY="-5.0E-9"

centreOfMassZ="-139.341600190478E-9"

orientationX="0.0"

orientationY="0.0"

orientationZ="0.0"

orientationAngle="0.0"/>

<Entity class="xmlobjects.XMLEntity"

id="anchor_54"

templateId="anchor"

centreOfMassX="184.932230208142E-9"

centreOfMassY="-5.0E-9"

centreOfMassZ="-167.928610003959E-9"

orientationX="0.0"

orientationY="0.0"

orientationZ="0.0"

orientationAngle="0.0"/>

</list>

</neuroml>

amparPosition.nml
<neuroml class="reader.XMLList">

<list>

<Entity class="xmlobjects.XMLEntity"

id="AMPAR_0 "

templateId="AMPAR"

centreOfMassX=" 573.974337E-9"

centreOfMassY="0.0"

centreOfMassZ=" 714.696104E-9"

orientationX="0.0"

orientationY="0.0"

orientationZ="0.0"

orientationAngle="0.0"/>

<Entity class="xmlobjects.XMLEntity"

id="AMPAR_54 "

templateId="AMPAR"

centreOfMassX=" 659.636402E-9"

centreOfMassY="0.0"

centreOfMassZ=" 563.947404E-9"

orientationX="0.0"

orientationY="0.0"

orientationZ="0.0"

orientationAngle="0.0"/>

</list>

</neuroml>

rendering.nml
<neuroml class="reader.XMLList">

<list>
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<list class="xmlobjects.XMLRendering"

ref="anchorP"

shape="sphere"

colour="1.0;0.0;0.0"

alpha="0.0">

<listOfDimensions>

<dimension class="Float" value="3E-9"/>

</listOfDimensions>

</list>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLRendering"

ref="AMPAR_head"

shape="cylinder"

colour="1.0;1.0;1.0"

alpha="0.0">

<listOfDimensions>

<dimension class="Float" value="5E-9"/>

<dimension class="Float" value="5E-9"/>

</listOfDimensions>

</list>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLRendering"

ref="AMPAR_link"

shape="sphere"

colour="1.0;1.0;1.0"

alpha="0.0">

<listOfDimensions>

<dimension class="Float" value="3E-9"/>

</listOfDimensions>

</list>

</list>

</neuroml>

output.nml
<neuroml class="reader.XMLList">

<list>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLOutput"

ref="AMPAR"

timepoints="1000"

position="true"

orientation="false"

state="false">

</list>

</list>

</neuroml>
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APPENDIX C: Signalling Reference Model
Meredys XML files defining the Signalling Reference Model described in chapter 5. For the sake of space
only 2 receptor entities and 2 glutamate entities are defined, rather than 100 and 4000, respectively.

main.nml
<neuroml class="reader.XMLList">

<list>

<IncludeFile class="StringParameter" value="/WORKDIR/parameters.nml"/>

<IncludeFile class="StringParameter" value="/WORKDIR/landscapes.nml"/>

<IncludeFile class="StringParameter" value="/WORKDIR/amparPosition.nml"/>

<IncludeFile class="StringParameter" value="/WORKDIR/rendering.nml"/>

<IncludeFile class="StringParameter" value="/WORKDIR/output.nml"/>

<IncludeFile class="StringParameter" value="/WORKDIR/gluTemplate.nml"/>

<IncludeFile class="StringParameter" value="/WORKDIR/glutamate.nml"/>

<IncludeFile class="StringParameter" value="/WORKDIR/jonasReceptor.nml"/>

</list>

</neuroml>

parameters.nml
<neuroml class="reader.XMLList">

<list>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLParameters"

simulationSize="700E-9"

stepSize="5.0E-9"

voxelSize="80"

seed="0"

runLength="4000000"

render="false"

capture="false"

stdout = "true"

outDir = ""

db = "false"/>

</list>

</neuroml>

landscapes.nml
<neuroml class="reader.XMLList">

<list>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLLandscape" id="above" type="above membrane" viscosity = "0.001"/>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLLandscape" id="below" type="below membrane" viscosity = "0.001"/>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLLandscape" id="MEMBRANE" yposition="327.5e-9" type="membrane" viscosity = "0.951"/>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLLandscape" id="static" type="static" viscosity = "0.0"/>

<boundary class="xmlobjects.XMLBoundary" id="top">

<listOfBoundedDomains>

<boundedDomain class="StringParameter" value="YMAX"/>

</listOfBoundedDomains>

<listOfBoundaryConditions>

<boundaryCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFAttributeValuePair" attribute="reflective" value="1.0"/>

</listOfBoundaryConditions>

</boundary>

<boundary class="xmlobjects.XMLBoundary" id="wall">

<listOfBoundedDomains>

<boundedDomain class="StringParameter" value="VOLUME"/>

</listOfBoundedDomains>
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<listOfBoundaryConditions>

<boundaryCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFAttributeValuePair" attribute="absorbing" value="1.0"/>

</listOfBoundaryConditions>

</boundary>

<boundary class="xmlobjects.XMLBoundary" id="psd_enter">

<listOfBoundedDomains>

<boundedDomain class="StringParameter" value="MEMBRANE"/>

<boundedDomain class="StringParameter" value="psd"/>

</listOfBoundedDomains>

<listOfBoundaryConditions>

<boundaryCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFAttributeValuePair" attribute="open" value="1.0"/>

<boundaryCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFAttributeValuePair" attribute="reflective" value="0.0"/>

</listOfBoundaryConditions>

</boundary>

<boundary class="xmlobjects.XMLBoundary" id="psd_exit">

<listOfBoundedDomains>

<boundedDomain class="StringParameter" value="psd"/>

<boundedDomain class="StringParameter" value="MEMBRANE"/>

</listOfBoundedDomains>

<listOfBoundaryConditions>

<boundaryCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFAttributeValuePair" attribute="open" value="0.0"/>

<boundaryCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFAttributeValuePair" attribute="reflective" value="1.0"/>

</listOfBoundaryConditions>

</boundary>

<membraneDomain class="xmlobjects.XMLMembraneDomain"

id="psd" type="circle" viscosity="0.951" size="295.4E-9">

<coordinateX>

<coordinateX class="Float" value="0"/>

</coordinateX>

<coordinateZ>

<coordinateZ class="Float" value="0"/>

</coordinateZ>

</membraneDomain>

</list>

</neuroml>

amparPosition.nml
<neuroml class="reader.XMLList">

<list>

<Entity class="xmlobjects.XMLEntity"

id="AMPAR_0"

templateId="AMPAR"

centreOfMassX="7.25740166648554E-9"

centreOfMassY="327.5E-9"

centreOfMassZ="1.94807118347969E-9"

orientationX="0.0"

orientationY="0.0"

orientationZ="0.0"

orientationAngle="0.0">

<listOfFeatureStates>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature" id="channel" state="closed"/>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature" id="binding" state="none"/>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature" id="desensitized" state="false"/>

</listOfFeatureStates>

</Entity>

<Entity class="xmlobjects.XMLEntity"
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id="AMPAR_99"

templateId="AMPAR"

centreOfMassX="165.876006090654E-9"

centreOfMassY="327.5E-9"

centreOfMassZ="-35.6004200358487E-9"

orientationX="0.0"

orientationY="0.0"

orientationZ="0.0"

orientationAngle="0.0">

<listOfFeatureStates>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature" id="channel" state="closed"/>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature" id="binding" state="none"/>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature" id="desensitized" state="false"/>

</listOfFeatureStates>

</Entity>

</list>

</neuroml>

rendering.nml
<neuroml class="reader.XMLList">

<list>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLRendering"

ref="AMPAR_head"

shape="cylinder"

colour="1.0;1.0;1.0"

alpha="0.0">

<listOfDimensions>

<dimension class="Float" value="5E-9"/>

<dimension class="Float" value="5E-9"/>

</listOfDimensions>

</list>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLRendering"

ref="AMPAR_link"

shape="sphere"

colour="1.0;1.0;1.0"

alpha="0.0">

<listOfDimensions>

<dimension class="Float" value="3E-9"/>

</listOfDimensions>

</list>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLRendering"

ref="glu"

shape="sphere"

colour="0.5;1.0;1.0"

alpha="0.0">

<listOfDimensions>

<dimension class="Float" value="3E-9"/>

</listOfDimensions>

</list>

</list>

</neuroml>

output.nml
<neuroml class="reader.XMLList">

<list>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLOutput"
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ref="AMPAR"

timepoints="1"

position="false"

orientation="false"

state="true"

count="false">

</list>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLOutput"

ref="gluE"

timepoints="1"

position="false"

orientation="false"

state="false"

count="true">

</list>

</list>

</neuroml>

gluTemplate.nml
<neuroml class="reader.XMLList">

<list>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLParticleTemplate"

id="glu"

landscapeId="above"

radius="1.0E-9"

reactionSurfaceIds="recSurface">

<listOfXBondPoint>

<bondPointX class="Float" value="0"/>

<bondPointX class="Float" value="0"/>

<bondPointX class="Float" value="0.5E-9"/>

</listOfXBondPoint>

<listOfYBondPoint>

<bondPointY class="Float" value="0.5E-9"/>

<bondPointY class="Float" value="1E-9"/>

<bondPointY class="Float" value="0.5E-9"/>

</listOfYBondPoint>

<listOfZBondPoint>

<bondPointZ class="Float" value="0"/>

<bondPointZ class="Float" value="0"/>

<bondPointZ class="Float" value="0"/>

</listOfZBondPoint>

</list>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLEntityTemplate"

id="gluE"

particleTemplateIds="glu">

<particleTemplateCoordX>

<particleTemplateCoordX class="Float" value="0"/>

</particleTemplateCoordX>

<particleTemplateCoordY>

<particleTemplateCoordY class="Float" value="0"/>

</particleTemplateCoordY>

<particleTemplateCoordZ>

<particleTemplateCoordZ class="Float" value="0"/>

</particleTemplateCoordZ>

<particleTemplateOrientX>

<particleTemplateOrientX class="Float" value="1.0"/>

</particleTemplateOrientX>

<particleTemplateOrientY>
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<particleTemplateOrientY class="Float" value="0.0"/>

</particleTemplateOrientY>

<particleTemplateOrientZ>

<particleTemplateOrientZ class="Float" value="0.0"/>

</particleTemplateOrientZ>

<particleTemplateOrientAngle>

<particleTemplateOrientAngle class="Float" value="0.0"/>

</particleTemplateOrientAngle>

</list>

</list>

</neuroml>

glutamate.nml
<neuroml class="reader.XMLList">

<list>

<Entity class="xmlobjects.XMLEntity"

id="glu_0 "

templateId="gluE"

centreOfMassX="0.0E-9"

centreOfMassY="349E-9"

centreOfMassZ="0.0E-9"

orientationX="0.0"

orientationY="1.0"

orientationZ="0.0"

orientationAngle="0.0">

</Entity>

<Entity class="xmlobjects.XMLEntity"

id="glu_3999 "

templateId="gluE"

centreOfMassX="0.0E-9"

centreOfMassY="349E-9"

centreOfMassZ="0.0E-9"

orientationX="0.0"

orientationY="1.0"

orientationZ="0.0"

orientationAngle="0.0">

</Entity>

</list>

</neuroml>

jonasReceptor.nml
<neuroml class="reader.XMLList">

<list>

<reaction class="xmlobjects.XMLReaction"

id="flicker"

type="uni"

baseRate="22.03e3">

<listOfReactants>

<reactant class="StringParameter" value="AMPAR"/>

</listOfReactants>

<listOfProducts>

<product class="StringParameter" value="AMPAR"/>

</listOfProducts>

<listOfStateEffect>

<stateEffect class="xmlobjects.XMLStateEffect" modifier="1">
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<listOfSpeciesState>

<speciesState class="xmlobjects.XMLSpeciesState" species="AMPAR">

<listOfFeatureCondition>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="channel" condition="closed"/>

</listOfFeatureCondition>

</speciesState>

</listOfSpeciesState>

<listOfNascentState>

<nascentState class="xmlobjects.XMLNascentState" species="AMPAR" proportion="1.0">

<listOfFeature>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature" id="channel" state="open"/>

</listOfFeature>

</nascentState>

</listOfNascentState>

</stateEffect>

<stateEffect class="xmlobjects.XMLStateEffect" modifier="0.2122">

<listOfSpeciesState>

<speciesState class="xmlobjects.XMLSpeciesState" species="AMPAR">

<listOfFeatureCondition>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="channel" condition="open"/>

</listOfFeatureCondition>

</speciesState>

</listOfSpeciesState>

<listOfNascentState>

<nascentState class="xmlobjects.XMLNascentState" species="AMPAR" proportion="1.0">

<listOfFeature>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature" id="channel" state="closed"/>

</listOfFeature>

</nascentState>

</listOfNascentState>

</stateEffect>

<stateEffect class="xmlobjects.XMLStateEffect" modifier="0">

<listOfSpeciesState>

<speciesState class="xmlobjects.XMLSpeciesState" species="AMPAR">

<listOfFeatureCondition>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="binding" condition="one"/>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="channel" condition="closed"/>

</listOfFeatureCondition>

</speciesState>

</listOfSpeciesState>

<listOfNascentState>

<nascentState class="xmlobjects.XMLNascentState" species="AMPAR" proportion="1.0">

<listOfFeature>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature" id="channel" state="open"/>

</listOfFeature>

</nascentState>

</listOfNascentState>

</stateEffect>

<stateEffect class="xmlobjects.XMLStateEffect" modifier="0">

<listOfSpeciesState>

<speciesState class="xmlobjects.XMLSpeciesState" species="AMPAR">

<listOfFeatureCondition>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="binding" condition="none"/>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="channel" condition="closed"/>

</listOfFeatureCondition>

</speciesState>
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</listOfSpeciesState>

<listOfNascentState>

<nascentState class="xmlobjects.XMLNascentState" species="AMPAR" proportion="1.0">

<listOfFeature>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature" id="channel" state="open"/>

</listOfFeature>

</nascentState>

</listOfNascentState>

</stateEffect>

<stateEffect class="xmlobjects.XMLStateEffect" modifier="3.96e-3">

<listOfSpeciesState>

<speciesState class="xmlobjects.XMLSpeciesState" species="AMPAR">

<listOfFeatureCondition>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="channel" condition="closed"/>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="desensitized" condition="true"/>

</listOfFeatureCondition>

</speciesState>

</listOfSpeciesState>

<listOfNascentState>

<nascentState class="xmlobjects.XMLNascentState" species="AMPAR" proportion="1.0">

<listOfFeature>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature" id="channel" state="open"/>

</listOfFeature>

</nascentState>

</listOfNascentState>

</stateEffect>

<stateEffect class="xmlobjects.XMLStateEffect" modifier="0.0449">

<listOfSpeciesState>

<speciesState class="xmlobjects.XMLSpeciesState" species="AMPAR">

<listOfFeatureCondition>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="channel" condition="open"/>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="desensitized" condition="true"/>

</listOfFeatureCondition>

</speciesState>

</listOfSpeciesState>

<listOfNascentState>

<nascentState class="xmlobjects.XMLNascentState" species="AMPAR" proportion="1.0">

<listOfFeature>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature" id="channel" state="closed"/>

</listOfFeature>

</nascentState>

</listOfNascentState>

</stateEffect>

</listOfStateEffect>

</reaction>

<reaction class="xmlobjects.XMLReaction"

id="Sensitize"

type="uni"

baseRate="15.02e3">

<listOfReactants>

<reactant class="StringParameter" value="AMPAR"/>

</listOfReactants>

<listOfProducts>

<product class="StringParameter" value="AMPAR"/>

</listOfProducts>

<listOfStateEffect>

<stateEffect class="xmlobjects.XMLStateEffect" modifier="1">
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<listOfSpeciesState>

<speciesState class="xmlobjects.XMLSpeciesState" species="AMPAR">

<listOfFeatureCondition>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="desensitized" condition="false"/>

</listOfFeatureCondition>

</speciesState>

</listOfSpeciesState>

<listOfNascentState>

<nascentState class="xmlobjects.XMLNascentState" species="AMPAR" proportion="1.0">

<listOfFeature>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature" id="desensitized" state="true"/>

</listOfFeature>

</nascentState>

</listOfNascentState>

</stateEffect>

<stateEffect class="xmlobjects.XMLStateEffect" modifier="0.0135">

<listOfSpeciesState>

<speciesState class="xmlobjects.XMLSpeciesState" species="AMPAR">

<listOfFeatureCondition>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="desensitized" condition="true"/>

</listOfFeatureCondition>

</speciesState>

</listOfSpeciesState>

<listOfNascentState>

<nascentState class="xmlobjects.XMLNascentState" species="AMPAR" proportion="1.0">

<listOfFeature>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature" id="desensitized" state="false"/>

</listOfFeature>

</nascentState>

</listOfNascentState>

</stateEffect>

<stateEffect class="xmlobjects.XMLStateEffect" modifier="0">

<listOfSpeciesState>

<speciesState class="xmlobjects.XMLSpeciesState" species="AMPAR">

<listOfFeatureCondition>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="desensitized" condition="false"/>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="binding" condition="none"/>

</listOfFeatureCondition>

</speciesState>

</listOfSpeciesState>

<listOfNascentState>

<nascentState class="xmlobjects.XMLNascentState" species="AMPAR" proportion="1.0">

<listOfFeature>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature" id="desensitized" state="true"/>

</listOfFeature>

</nascentState>

</listOfNascentState>

</stateEffect>

<stateEffect class="xmlobjects.XMLStateEffect" modifier="0.0595">

<listOfSpeciesState>

<speciesState class="xmlobjects.XMLSpeciesState" species="AMPAR">

<listOfFeatureCondition>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="desensitized" condition="false"/>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="binding" condition="two"/>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="channel" condition="closed"/>
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</listOfFeatureCondition>

</speciesState>

</listOfSpeciesState>

<listOfNascentState>

<nascentState class="xmlobjects.XMLNascentState" species="AMPAR" proportion="1.0">

<listOfFeature>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature" id="desensitized" state="true"/>

</listOfFeature>

</nascentState>

</listOfNascentState>

</stateEffect>

<stateEffect class="xmlobjects.XMLStateEffect" modifier="2.515e-4">

<listOfSpeciesState>

<speciesState class="xmlobjects.XMLSpeciesState" species="AMPAR">

<listOfFeatureCondition>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="desensitized" condition="true"/>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="binding" condition="two"/>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="channel" condition="closed"/>

</listOfFeatureCondition>

</speciesState>

</listOfSpeciesState>

<listOfNascentState>

<nascentState class="xmlobjects.XMLNascentState" species="AMPAR" proportion="1.0">

<listOfFeature>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature" id="desensitized" state="false"/>

</listOfFeature>

</nascentState>

</listOfNascentState>

</stateEffect>

<stateEffect class="xmlobjects.XMLStateEffect" modifier="6.124e-3">

<listOfSpeciesState>

<speciesState class="xmlobjects.XMLSpeciesState" species="AMPAR">

<listOfFeatureCondition>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="desensitized" condition="false"/>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="channel" condition="open"/>

</listOfFeatureCondition>

</speciesState>

</listOfSpeciesState>

<listOfNascentState>

<nascentState class="xmlobjects.XMLNascentState" species="AMPAR" proportion="1.0">

<listOfFeature>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature" id="desensitized" state="true"/>

</listOfFeature>

</nascentState>

</listOfNascentState>

</stateEffect>

<stateEffect class="xmlobjects.XMLStateEffect" modifier="1.384e-3">

<listOfSpeciesState>

<speciesState class="xmlobjects.XMLSpeciesState" species="AMPAR">

<listOfFeatureCondition>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="desensitized" condition="true"/>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="channel" condition="open"/>

</listOfFeatureCondition>

</speciesState>

</listOfSpeciesState>
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<listOfNascentState>

<nascentState class="xmlobjects.XMLNascentState" species="AMPAR" proportion="1.0">

<listOfFeature>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature" id="desensitized" state="false"/>

</listOfFeature>

</nascentState>

</listOfNascentState>

</stateEffect>

</listOfStateEffect>

</reaction>

<reaction class="xmlobjects.XMLReaction"

id="unlig1"

type="uni"

baseRate="22.14e3"

reverseId="ligand1"

backProbability = "0.001">

<listOfReactants>

<reactant class="StringParameter" value="ligBond"/>

</listOfReactants>

<listOfStateEffect>

<stateEffect class="xmlobjects.XMLStateEffect" modifier="0.765">

<listOfSpeciesState>

<speciesState class="xmlobjects.XMLSpeciesState" species="AMPAR">

<listOfFeatureCondition>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="binding" condition="two"/>

</listOfFeatureCondition>

</speciesState>

</listOfSpeciesState>

<listOfNascentState>

<nascentState class="xmlobjects.XMLNascentState" species="AMPAR" proportion="1.0">

<listOfFeature>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature" id="binding" state="one"/>

</listOfFeature>

</nascentState>

</listOfNascentState>

</stateEffect>

<stateEffect class="xmlobjects.XMLStateEffect" modifier="0">

<listOfSpeciesState>

<speciesState class="xmlobjects.XMLSpeciesState" species="AMPAR">

<listOfFeatureCondition>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="binding" condition="two"/>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="channel" condition="open"/>

</listOfFeatureCondition>

</speciesState>

</listOfSpeciesState>

</stateEffect>

<stateEffect class="xmlobjects.XMLStateEffect" modifier="0">

<listOfSpeciesState>

<speciesState class="xmlobjects.XMLSpeciesState" species="AMPAR">

<listOfFeatureCondition>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="binding" condition="one"/>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="desensitized" condition="true"/>

</listOfFeatureCondition>

</speciesState>

</listOfSpeciesState>

</stateEffect>
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<stateEffect class="xmlobjects.XMLStateEffect" modifier="1">

<listOfSpeciesState>

<speciesState class="xmlobjects.XMLSpeciesState" species="AMPAR">

<listOfFeatureCondition>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="binding" condition="one"/>

</listOfFeatureCondition>

</speciesState>

</listOfSpeciesState>

<listOfNascentState>

<nascentState class="xmlobjects.XMLNascentState" species="AMPAR" proportion="1.0">

<listOfFeature>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature" id="binding" state="none"/>

</listOfFeature>

</nascentState>

</listOfNascentState>

</stateEffect>

</listOfStateEffect>

</reaction>

<reaction class="xmlobjects.XMLReaction"

type="bi"

id="ligand1"

baseRate="23.85e6">

<listOfReactants>

<reactant class="StringParameter" value="ligS1"/>

<reactant class="StringParameter" value="recSurface"/>

</listOfReactants>

<listOfProducts>

<products class="StringParameter" value="ligBond"/>

</listOfProducts>

<listOfStateEffect>

<stateEffect class="xmlobjects.XMLStateEffect" modifier="1">

<listOfSpeciesState>

<speciesState class="xmlobjects.XMLSpeciesState" species="AMPAR">

<listOfFeatureCondition>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="binding" condition="none"/>

</listOfFeatureCondition>

</speciesState>

</listOfSpeciesState>

<listOfNascentState>

<nascentState class="xmlobjects.XMLNascentState" species="AMPAR" proportion="1.0">

<listOfFeature>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature" id="binding" state="one"/>

</listOfFeature>

</nascentState>

</listOfNascentState>

</stateEffect>

<stateEffect class="xmlobjects.XMLStateEffect" modifier="6.188">

<listOfSpeciesState>

<speciesState class="xmlobjects.XMLSpeciesState" species="AMPAR">

<listOfFeatureCondition>

<featureCondition class="xmlobjects.XMLFeatureCondition"

feature="binding" condition="one"/>

</listOfFeatureCondition>

</speciesState>

</listOfSpeciesState>

<listOfNascentState>

<nascentState class="xmlobjects.XMLNascentState" species="AMPAR" proportion="1.0">

<listOfFeature>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature" id="binding" state="two"/>
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</listOfFeature>

</nascentState>

</listOfNascentState>

</stateEffect>

</listOfStateEffect>

</reaction>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLReactionSurfaceTemplate"

id="ligS1"

reactionIds="ligand1"/>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLReactionSurfaceTemplate"

id="recSurface"

reactionIds="ligand1"/>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature" id="channel" >

<listOfState>

<state class="StringParameter" value="open" />

<state class="StringParameter" value="closed" />

</listOfState>

</feature>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature" id="binding" >

<listOfState>

<state class="StringParameter" value="none" />

<state class="StringParameter" value="one" />

<state class="StringParameter" value="two" />

</listOfState>

</feature>

<feature class="xmlobjects.XMLFeature" id="desensitized" >

<listOfState>

<state class="StringParameter" value="true" />

<state class="StringParameter" value="false" />

</listOfState>

</feature>

<bondTemplate class="xmlobjects.XMLBondTemplate" id="ligBond">

<listOfBondPartners>

<bondPartner class="StringParameter" value="ligS1"/>

<bondPartner class="StringParameter" value="recSurface"/>

</listOfBondPartners>

</bondTemplate>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLParticleTemplate"

id="AMPAR_head"

landscapeId="static"

radius="5E-9"

reactionSurfaceIds="ligS1;ligS1">

<listOfXBondPoint>

<bondPointX class="Float" value="3E-9"/>

<bondPointX class="Float" value="3E-9"/>

<bondPointX class="Float" value="6E-9"/>

<bondPointX class="Float" value="-3E-9"/>

<bondPointX class="Float" value="-3E-9"/>

<bondPointX class="Float" value="-6E-9"/>

</listOfXBondPoint>

<listOfYBondPoint>

<bondPointY class="Float" value="5E-9"/>

<bondPointY class="Float" value="10E-9"/>

<bondPointY class="Float" value="5E-9"/>

<bondPointY class="Float" value="5E-9"/>
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<bondPointY class="Float" value="10E-9"/>

<bondPointY class="Float" value="5E-9"/>

</listOfYBondPoint>

<listOfZBondPoint>

<bondPointZ class="Float" value="0"/>

<bondPointZ class="Float" value="0"/>

<bondPointZ class="Float" value="0"/>

<bondPointZ class="Float" value="0"/>

<bondPointZ class="Float" value="0"/>

<bondPointZ class="Float" value="0"/>

</listOfZBondPoint>

</list>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLParticleTemplate"

id="AMPAR_link"

landscapeId="below"

radius="3E-9">

</list>

<list class="xmlobjects.XMLEntityTemplate"

id="AMPAR"

particleTemplateIds="AMPAR_head;AMPAR_link">

<listOfFeatures>

<feature class="StringParameter" value="channel"/>

<feature class="StringParameter" value="binding"/>

<feature class="StringParameter" value="desensitized"/>

</listOfFeatures>

<particleTemplateCoordX>

<particleTemplateCoordX class="Float" value="0"/>

<particleTemplateCoordX class="Float" value="0"/>

</particleTemplateCoordX>

<particleTemplateCoordY>

<particleTemplateCoordY class="Float" value="0"/>

<particleTemplateCoordY class="Float" value="-5E-9"/>

</particleTemplateCoordY>

<particleTemplateCoordZ>

<particleTemplateCoordZ class="Float" value="0"/>

<particleTemplateCoordZ class="Float" value="0"/>

</particleTemplateCoordZ>

<particleTemplateOrientX>

<particleTemplateOrientX class="Float" value="0.0"/>

<particleTemplateOrientX class="Float" value="0.0"/>

</particleTemplateOrientX>

<particleTemplateOrientY>

<particleTemplateOrientY class="Float" value="0.0"/>

<particleTemplateOrientY class="Float" value="0.0"/>

</particleTemplateOrientY>

<particleTemplateOrientZ>

<particleTemplateOrientZ class="Float" value="1.0"/>

<particleTemplateOrientZ class="Float" value="1.0"/>

</particleTemplateOrientZ>

<particleTemplateOrientAngle>

<particleTemplateOrientAngle class="Float" value="0.0"/>

<particleTemplateOrientAngle class="Float" value="0.0"/>

</particleTemplateOrientAngle>

</list>

</list>

</neuroml>
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